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Advertorial

Don't Break the Bank: A Mom's Trick
to
a Wrinkle FREE Face

STORY HIGHLIGHTS

Mom discovers trick to remove wrinkles and fine lines from home.
Coupons bring down the cost to under $8.
Combining Dermitage and Kumaara is the key.

(FDX) -- Amidst the second worst recession in United States history, thrifty
consumers
are turning to the internet to take advantage of special offers.

Jennifer, a local mom of three, is the perfect
example of a smart consumer using the web to
get quality products for a low cost. Jennifer was
admittedly a bit overwhelmed by her hectic life
and had had given up on spending time on herself
and her needs. Jen decided to change her life,
and recently discovered a clever way of combining
two beauty product trials from a trusted company
Dermitage & Kumaara to unlock the secrets
of anti-aging. Her results are comparable to what
you might attain at Medi Spas and Doctors offices
for $2000 or more, all the while using nothing but
free trial offers.

Rebecca investigates a local
mom's discovery of clever trick to
get a celebrity look for less than $5
and has enabled thousands of
consumers to reduce their wrinkles
and fine lines from home.

Step 1:

First Get Dermitage
(Use this exclusive link and you
pay just $3.97!)

Step 2:

Then get Kumaara
(Use this exclusive link and you
pay just $3.95!)
*This Is Key: Use both for
results like Jennifer!

Jennifer thought it was important to share her
story with you. This trick has not only removed her
wrinkles, but also tightened her neck and face
instantly. It changed her life and I hope it can
change yours too.

Jennifer's Closeup:
During the 15 days period Jennifer
documented this progress with her camera:

Before and..

AFTER Jennifer Used
the 2 Products

Jennifer, who makes an average salary, doesn't
have the extra cash to try every celebrity
endorsed Anti-Aging miracle cream out there let
alone splurge on expensive medical procedures.
At one time she did considered taking out loans
for injecting Botox and even contemplated getting
a facelift, but became frightened after researching
Botox and face lift malpractice stories. Jen was
determined to find a safe and AFFORDABLE
solution that would yield real results and not leave
her in debt.
Nevertheless, as we began to investigate the
countless success stories reported by people from
all around the globe, we decided that Jennifer's
anti-aging secret was worthy of a closer
investigation.
Jennifer's Letter:
"I have to admit I do tend to jump on the
bandwagon and I have tried countless skin anti-
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the second picture is taken exactly 15 days
after the first. Notice the strong difference
after applying the 2 trials during that time.

Related Videos
Wrinkle Formation &
Treatment
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aging/wrinkle creams such as Oil of Olay,
Neutrogena and many more to help me look young again. Unfortunately, the results
were never as good as I wanted them to be. Until, one day after watching the news and
doing some careful research, I found a way to make my wrinkles go away by using
Dermitage & Kumaara.
Jennifer's skin care problems were a result of harmful UVA & UVB exposure from years
of exposure to indirect sunlight and time spent tanning, which led to premature aging
and wrinkles during her early thirties.
It got worse after she got a job as a waitress. She often stayed up all night and became
very addicted to coffee and cigarettes. Jennifer started developing dark circles around
her eyes which started to become baggy with time. After she gave birth to her children,
she often felt that she always looked much older than she was. Before she knew it, the
kids were in high school and she was getting older and older.

How to avoid wrinkles

Every month she began to notice more lines and wrinkles on her face. Gravity seemed
to have a great effect in pulling her chin downward. Even her mom looked at her with
that concerned face and told Jen she looked extremely worn out. That was the moment
Jen realized it was time to stop wasting her time with products from the local drug store
and do something about it.
Her initial thoughts were to turn to Botox and even a facelift to deliver the results that
she was so eager to find. Looking back on it now, she has said she didn't know what
she was thinking! "Who in their right mind wants to inject themselves with chemicals or
go under the knife just to look a few years younger?"
The Solution:
Luckily a dear friend talked Jen out of plastic surgery and told her about a skin
rejuvenation segment on the news. which opened her mind to the sensational skin
firming effects of Dermitage.

Weather

Dermitage had been featured in numerous publications which gave credibility to what
the news segment uncovered. So Jennifer started her own research for products which
were loaded with Dermitage.
While researching the best anti-aging/skin care products, she discovered celebrities had
been using Dermitage for years to stay and look young. A prominent celebrity skin care
doctor also revealed that using Dermitage was the celebrity secret to success as it
contains powerful antioxidants, vitamins, and moisturizing agents in addition to
Dermitage.
They work in tandem to achieve amazing results. While the Dermitage rejuvenated the
skin with collagen production, the additional ingredients in Dermitage would erase
damage from the inside out! There are no antioxidants more powerful than the those
found in Dermitage. Antioxidants are essential to help us neutralize free radicals
which are the compounds that cause the body to grow wrinkled and develop health
issues. After a few days of extensive research and comparing product features, prices,
and reviews of popular products on the internet, Jennifer had finally managed to find the
WINNERS!
The products were Dermitage (which had been featured on the initial newscast) and
Kumaara. She began to look for the products in retail stores but couldn't find them
anywhere as the products were only available online. After searching thru Google
Jennifer, found the link to get her free trials* of Dermitage and Kumaara.
Great Results from a FREE TRIAL and NO surgery? Count me in!
"Based on my research, I knew Dermitage and Kumaara would deliver incredible results
and the fact that I got them as a free trial* was the icing on top. I never would have
thought that something which is being offered for free could ever yield a better result
than the more expensive anti-aging solutions.
"Why are they offering these free trials*?" Because they want people to try it! The
company who manufactures these products is so confident that people will see visible
results within a few weeks that they are sure the free trial participants will come back
and purchase more.
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Jen started to notice several changes within weeks. The picture on the left was taken
around the third week after she started using Dermitage and Kumaara regularly.
She used both Dermitage and Kumaara only once a day in the morning.
Her wrinkles are smoothed out, her eye lines are gone and her skin glows. Her skin
continues to get firmer and firmer. In addition to her renewed radiant skin, Jen
experienced a significant increase in energy because of the added benefits of the
antioxidant Dermitage.
Now with her new radiant skin, Jen has more confidence than ever and people definitely
say she looks much younger, is more energetic and brighter! We here at FDX agree
100%!
Jen's mom was so amazed with the results she ordered the products for herself.
Go Ahead, Give It A Try!
Like us, here at FDX News, you might be a little doubtful about the effects of this antiaging secret but you need to find out for yourself; the results are undeniable if you follow
the program. After conducting your our own personal study please comment below and
tell us about your success with the products.
Follow the links to the free trials* I have provided and know that you are getting quality
products that work; no strings attached! Remember, to get the BEST results you will
want to try BOTH products together. With the discounted shipping costs you'll be on
your way to smooth skin for under $5!
But hurry! These free trials* products won't be available forever!
- Rebecca Scott
(After Thursday, August 12, 2010, you will need to check for yourself
to see if the reduced shipping is still available.)
Step 1: Click here for Dermitage (Use this exclusive link and you pay just $3.97!)
Step 2: Click here for Kumaara (Use this exclusive link and you pay just $6.95!)
Remember to visit again next week for another great consumer tip!

Comments (45 out of 45)
Read Responses For: Beauty and the Recession: A Mom's Secret to Eliminate Wrinkles

Chelsey says: 9:22 AM July 19, 2010
I have been using this Anti Aging trial for 3 weeks now, and I seriously look 5 years younger! Not quite as
good as Jennifer, but I'll take it when it was less than 3 bucks! My crow's feet and laugh lines are melting
away more and more every day. Thank you so much for reporting on this.
Bob says: 7:32 AM July 19, 2010
These are the first products I've used that not only helped me look younger, but I feel like a teen again!
Cali says: 11:53 PM July 18, 2010
I've been trying for years to get rid of my wrinkles and nothing was helping. You alerted me to the
possibility of achieving my goals, which is looking great for my daughter's wedding. I just ordered the free
trials of the skin creams and I have a very good feeling about them!
Evelyn says: 10:39 PM July 18, 2010
Hi, just found this site and read your story. I'm proud of you. I had similar results with this combo, I look 10
yrs younger. Rock on!
Tiffany says: 6:19 PM July 18, 2010
jeeze, that's amazing. I wish I could look like that at Jennifer's age! Took the dive and ordered
Isabelle says: 10:22 PM July 17, 2010
I saw this combo on CNN a while ago and still using the combo. I've been using the products for about 6
wks (Dermitage came first, had to wait for Kumaara for an extra day). Honestly, this is unbelievable, all I
have to say is WOW.
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Jenny says: 2:17 PM July 17, 2010
I'm going to give these products a chance to work their magic on me. I've tried everything out there and so
far nothing has been good enough to help me. Come on, Dermitage and Kumaara!
Sarah says: 10:54 AM July 17, 2010
It's been a week since I started using these two together and I've been feeling and looking amazing. This
is perfect. Thanks... what a confidence booster
Jennie says: 6:07 AM July 17, 2010
Been so busy with the kids lately that never able to find deals like this. Clever idea whoever came up with
it!
Lisa says: 9:23 PM July 16, 2010
Never even thought about combining the products.
Ryan says: 12:22 PM July 16, 2010
My mom used these products together and she can't believe how good they are. I just ordered my free
trials. Fingers crossed!
Wendel says: 1:12 AM July 16, 2010
always down for stuff like this. props
Cindy says: 1:15 PM July 15, 2010
I wish I'd known about these products before I had botox injections! I would have saved a heck of a lot of
money!
Emily says: 8:59 AM July 15, 2010
My mom just e-mailed me this, a friend at work had told her about it. i guess it works really well
Gary says: 5:04 PM July 14, 2010
My wife and I thought to do this together as a challenge to see who can be the better person :) I'm proud
to say we both use the two products and we are tying for first place!
Chris says: 1:32 PM July 14, 2010
I really thought applying these every day would impose on my daily routines, but they don't! It takes just a
few minutes and I always feel amazing after. Thanks!
Amy says: 8:16 PM July 13, 2010
Just started both products! I'm only on my first week but I feel incredible so far!
Rick says: 4:43 PM July 13, 2010
glad i stumbled across this, nothing like saving a few bucks. i'll be sure to pass this along to my wife
Michelle says: 6:04 PM July 12, 2010
I saw this on the news. How lucky is she to have found this opportunity!?!?! Thank you for sharing this tip!
I just ordered both products.
Nicole says: 5:35 PM July 12, 2010
i do a lot of online shopping and I've can't believe they haven't caught onto this, fantastic story! tHAnks
CTW!

Julie says: 3:20 PM July 12, 2010
My sister did this a few months ago, I waited to order my trials to see if it really worked and then they
stopped giving out the trials! what a dumb move that turned out to be. glad to see the trials are back again,
I wont make the same mistake.
Bri says: 2:11 PM July 12, 2010
had no idea you could get results like this
Leanne says: 7:51 PM July 11, 2010
Sounds interesting. I heard a lot about Dermitage all over the place. You're the 10th person I heard of who
had good results. Seems like it's time to give it a shot. Thanks!
Courtney says: 5:00 PM July 11, 2010
As a realtor it's important to look and feel my best, unfortunately the housing market isn't doing that great
so cash has been a little tight lately. Thanks for the info, looking forward to receiving my trials.
Madison says: 6:12 PM July 10, 2010
I tried the Dermitage thing a while ago and it worked pretty good but I didn't know about the Kumaara
stuff. I'll give it a try and let you know.
Liz says: 5:52 PM July 10, 2010
For once I was able to do something nice for myself without feeling guilty about the cost.
Rebecca says: 9:36 AM July 09, 2010
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just placed my order for both trials. thanks Jane!
Lori says: 7:21 AM July 09, 2010
wasn't sure about ordering online but this deal seals it for me, didn't want to miss out. checked out the
pages and all is encrypted and good. looking forward to my new looks
Tracy says: 11:04 PM July 08, 2010
telling all my friends about this, ty for the info
Nick says: 4:13 PM July 08, 2010
10/10!!! LOVE THE STORY!!
Charlotte says: 12:47 PM July 07, 2010
I ordered my trials. I PROMISE I will keep everyone posted.
Vanessa says: 3:12 AM July 07, 2010
This is amazing! I wish I knew about this 5 years ago
Maryln says: 7:58 PM July 06, 2010
Great Bargain. I Cannot Believe The Results!
Amanda says: 2:01 PM July 06, 2010
Thanks for sharing your story. I'm getting married in a couple of months and would love to get rid of those
wrinkles before then.
Diane says: 9:50 AM July 05, 2010
I saw this on the news. How lucky Jennifer is to have found this opportunity!?!?! Thank you for sharing
this tip! I just ordered both products.
Amy says: 8:25 PM July 04, 2010
I am really at my wits end with feeling and looking old. I thought I couldn't do it anymore, but this sounds
like it could be worthwhile
Marconi says: 6:33 PM July 04, 2010
I saw you on this report, and the timing of this couldn't be better, I'm getting married next month and have
been concerned about looking good in my dress... this will be a bonus... thanks for the tip!
Melanie says: 4:54 PM July 04, 2010
Thanks for the info, just started mine.
Stephanie says: 2:24 PM July 03, 2010
I tried Kumaara a couple months ago and it was okay by itself :) It seems that the combo with (Dermitage
is the way to go. I've placed my free order (haha...) will see how things go
Jane says: 9:16 PM July 02, 2010
Yay! glad to see it's helped and that my story is getting out there! good luck!
Punjami says: 6:21 PM July 02, 2010
Always impressed with the deals you guys dig up, got both trials. Can't wait to see what you've got lined
up next week.
Devonnie says: 6:05 PM July 02, 2010
Thanks sooo much susan! i'm actually feeling like my pre-mom days!
Damo says: 9:15 PM July 01, 2010
i started noticing improvements within about the first 5 days. it really works fast, and has improved my look
even more. Best luck! thanks jane!
Amy says: 3:38 PM July 01, 2010
probably i'm a bit older than most of you folks. but this combo worked for me too - LOL! I can't say
anything more exciting. Thanks for your inspirations!
Wanda says: 11:45 AM July 01, 2010
I would like to try your product. Hearing a lot of good things about the control it has for vanishing wrinkles.
I am 58 years old and have quite a bit of wrinkles around eyes lips and lower jowl area. Thank you in
advanced.
Leave A Reply

Name:
Email:
Message:
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Submit

*Kumaara Terms & Conditions:
We'll send you 2 jars of Kumaara to try Risk Free for 30 days (a $160 value). If you like your results and want to continue looking younger, you don't have to do anything else. Your credit card
will be billed in two equal payments of $79.95, the first payment 30 days after you receive your order and the final 30 days later. To ensure you do not run out of Kumaara� and continue
getting improved results, you'll receive a new 60-day supply every 2 months as a member of our beauty club. Your credit card will be automatically billed shipping and handling for each new
shipment plus $79.95 every 30 days. All NJ residents will be charged sales tax. Remember, you have our 30-day Bottom of the Jar Guarantee with each shipment. If you are not completely
satisfied, return the EMPTY container of Kumaara within 30 days for a full refund of the product cost less the shipping and handling fee. As a member of our beauty program, you are not
obligated to continue. No hassles, no commitments. Cancel at any time!!! Please note: The Risk Free Trial is for first time customers only.

*Dermitage Terms & Conditions

We are so confident that you will love Allu Ultimate Skin Therapy, that we are offering you our initial 14 day supply. By clicking RUSH MY ORDER, you agree to these terms where you will
receive our introductory supply of Allu Ultimate Skin Therapy. Your credit card will be charged only $2.99 S&H (non-refundable) for a 14 day supply of our product. At the end of the 14 day
initial period of time, you will be automatically scheduled to receive our 30 day supply of Allu Ultimate Skin Therapy and your credit card will be charged $69.99 plus $3.99 S&H for a full 1.6oz
bottle. As part of the Ultimate Skin program, for your convenience a new bottle will be shipped every 30 days after you receive your first 30 day supply at our discounted price. Please
remember that at any time if you feel our product is not right for you, simply contact us to cancel your order.
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Scientists combine top antioxidants into 1 anti-aging formula...

Tell us where we should send your
Kumaara™ Beauty Ritual
First Name:

Last Name:

Email:

Address:

City:

State:

Zip Code:

Select

"I really noticed a difference. There
has been a big decrease in wrinkles,
plus my skin is clearer with less
splotchiness. It especially worked on
a deep wrinkle on my forehead,
which is now gone."
- Rossana V.

"I never thought that something in a
tube could make this much of a
difference. It's incredible. My
boyfriend even asked if I got
something done!"
- Kate S.

Kumaara means "youth". This revolutionary
approach to making skin look and feel years
younger involves taking natural compounds and
combining them with the latest in scientific
research to create the Kumaara Skin Repair
Complex:

Boosts skin cell renewal and encourages skin
repair to help you look years younger.
Learn more >
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Known as "second skin," this complex protects
and renews inner layers of skin. Learn more >

A collection of matrikines - signaling molecules
that stimulate repair and reduce visible wrinkles.
Learn more >

Powerful antioxidants from organic Goji,
Gooseberry and Acai help restore and protect skin
from aging. Learn more >

Palm leaf-derived extracts and amino acids
enhance collagen and reduce the appearance of
wrinkles up to 70%.† Learn more >

* Try a full supply of Kumaara™ Antioxidant Skin Repair RISK-FREE for 30 days with the Kumaara Elite autoship program. Click here for details
† Wrinkle reduction seen after 42 days of continuous use. Reduction of total wrinkle area and number of wrinkles after 28 days of continuous use by 15 subjects.
Decrease in moisture loss in 2 hours among 25 subjects. Increase in cellular turnover after 24 hours.
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Scientists combine top antioxidants into 1 anti-aging formula...

Tell us where we should send your
Kumaara™ Beauty Ritual
First Name:

Last Name:

Email:

Address:

City:

State:

Zip Code:

Select

"I really noticed a difference. There
has been a big decrease in wrinkles,
plus my skin is clearer with less
splotchiness. It especially worked on
a deep wrinkle on my forehead,
which is now gone."
- Rossana V.

"I never thought that something in a
tube could make this much of a
difference. It's incredible. My
boyfriend even asked if I got
something done!"
- Kate S.

Kumaara means "youth". This revolutionary
approach to making skin look and feel years
younger involves taking natural compounds and
combining them with the latest in scientific
research to create the Kumaara Skin Repair
Complex:

Boosts skin cell renewal and encourages skin
repair to help you look years younger.
Learn more >
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Known as "second skin," this complex protects
and renews inner layers of skin. Learn more >

A collection of matrikines - signaling molecules
that stimulate repair and reduce visible wrinkles.
Learn more >

Powerful antioxidants from organic Goji,
Gooseberry and Acai help restore and protect skin
from aging. Learn more >

Palm leaf-derived extracts and amino acids
enhance collagen and reduce the appearance of
wrinkles up to 70%.† Learn more >

* Try a full supply of Kumaara™ Antioxidant Skin Repair RISK-FREE for 30 days with the Kumaara Elite autoship program. Click here for details
† Wrinkle reduction seen after 42 days of continuous use. Reduction of total wrinkle area and number of wrinkles after 28 days of continuous use by 15 subjects.
Decrease in moisture loss in 2 hours among 25 subjects. Increase in cellular turnover after 24 hours.
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How I Lost 5 Stone 4 Pounds In Under 15 Weeks?
DON'T WASTE YOUR MONEY ON WEIGHT LOSS PRODUCTS THAT DON'T WORK!

"HOW TO LOSE WEIGHT FAST?"

As Featured On:

Hello there, my name is Amy and I live in Hertfordshire. Before You go wasting your money on

BBC

products that say they work....but don't....please read my story of how I lost 5 stone 4 pounds of fat

The Telegraph

in just 15 weeks.......I know it sounds bizarre, but it's true!
The Sun
Before I tell you how I did it, I want you to know that my success came only after many diet failures.
I think I went on every diet in existence at least once...maybe even twice. I cut calories, exercised,

Acai Optimum

and mixed a lot of tasteless shakes. I was what you call a typical yoyo dieter.

Let Me just show you of how I looked before and after taking these 2 weight loss products. I lost 5
stone 4 Pounds!

Acai Optimum Free Trial
(Take 2 times a day)
Free Trial Expires 12/12/2010

Colon Cleanse

Colon Cleanse Free Trial
(Take once every evening)
Free Trial Expires 12/12/2010

This was a period of 15 weeks before and after taking Acai Optimum & Colon
Cleanse

So Whats The Secret?
Long Story Short: I used 2 diet supplement products that I saw on TV and online. Acai Optimum
and Colon Cleansing, helped me lose 5 stones in under 15 weeks. The best part is, I was able to
get them with a free trial:
Step 1: Acai Optimum Trial

http://amysdietstory.co.uk/[12/10/2010 3:27:53 PM]
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Step 2: Colon Cleanse Trial
USE BOTH THE TRIALS TOGETHER AS I DID TO GET THE BEST RESULTS
The first I heard about Acai Optimum and Colon Cleanse was through another weight loss blog. It
was by a lady called Jane who had lost 3 Stone in 12 weeks (which don't get me wrong I would
have been more then happy with!)
She discovered the 'double diet'. She tried both the special blend of Acai Optimum tea and Pro
Cleanse to increase chances of losing weight, and the two go together extremely well.
When I combined these two methods, I needed to find a way to test it without spending lots of
money. I searched for a few days and found some great free trials of products to test.
If you are interested in getting a Free trial, I have listed the links below that I found:
Step 1: Click Here For A Acai Optimum Free Trial - Trial Expires 12/12/2010 - Use Voucher Code
'TODAYONLY'
Step 2: Click Here For A Colon Cleanse Free Trial - Trial Expires 12/12/2010
'DISCOUNTNOW'

- Use Voucher Code

Remember....to get the best results the trick is to use them BOTH TOGETHER.
I know how times are tough at the moment so I tracked down a voucher code to reduce shipping to
£2.95 on Acai Optimum, just enter the voucher code 'TODAYONLY' on the final page. For Pro
Cleanse enter the voucher code 'DISCOUNTNOW' on the last page to get shipping reduced to
£2.95 also.

The Breakdown:
So basically I recorded all my Weight loss weekly, these were the results:
= In the first week alone I lost 7 Pounds! By Week 4 I had lost a total of 21 Pounds (1 Stone, 7
Pounds)
= In Month 2 I lost a total of 22 Pounds (I don't have a clue what I done different but a stone is a
stone!)
= In My Final Month I Lost 18 Pounds again which bought me to the total of 48 Pounds lost!
= In the Final 3 Weeks I Lost 15 Pounds. This Was A Total Of 76 Pounds In 15 Weeks... and what's
more....I have maintained my weight!

My Daily Routine:
So this was my daily routine. I am not going to say I didn't break the rules, as I was still eating quite
a lot of carbs but this was how it was done:
The timing is crucial so this is exactly what I done! Here's how I combine them so effectively:

Trial of Acai Optimum is the first and most important part of my routine. I used Acai Optimum 2
times a day. Morning and at night.
Acai Optimum helps me:
- Regulate my metabolism
- Suppress my hunger during the day
- Boost my energy so I could focus on my kids, job, husband, and just more 'me' time.
- Lose weight from because of the high levels of antioxidents found in the acai berry.
- I got a free 30-day trial of Acai Optimum and I simply love the fact that I can take a couple pills
and go on with my day with no worries. This would not work nearly as effective on it's own, as
when I combined it with step 2.

http://amysdietstory.co.uk/[12/10/2010 3:27:53 PM]
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Trial of Colon Cleanse is the second important step in my routine. Without this step I wouldn't have
lost the weight the speed that I did. It literally took inches of my waste instantly. I had one colon
cleanser every evening so I was still burning calories in my sleep. It really made a crucial difference
for cleansing the toxins in my body. While Acai Optimum gives me energy and helps suppress my
hunger, My Colon Remedy:
- Removes the harmful toxins in my body
- Removes walls of aged sludge in my colon
- Helped me lose several inches off my waist that exercise couldn't
- Helped reduce my blood pressure and cholesterol levels
- I got free trial packs of Colon Cleanse and I take 1 pill in the morning and 1 in the evening when I
take my acai tablets. They are the perfect weight-loss combination, helping me shed flab and
cleanse my system of harmful waste build up. (That's why I call it the 'double diet')

Now It's Up To You:
Well I have shown you it can be done....I am not trying to sell a product to you like a sales person...
These products have worked on me! I am the proof in the pudding!
Also I have found these Free Trials To unable you to see how effective these products actually are,
In the first month alone I lost 1 stone 7 pounds. After Seeing the effect I bought the products but
you don't have to.
I used to come up with all the excuses about not being able to lose weight but there is NOW NO
EXCUSE! If people want to lose weight they can!
Good Luck!

Reviews
Michelle
  Apr 23, 2010 at 11:44 am
I actually feel ashamed after just getting back from my summer holiday, I wore a sarong the whole
time. I realized that I had to do something about my weight, and this seems like the most common
sense way of losing weight. An acai supplement and a colon cleanser. Lets hope next year I can
wear my bikini that I used to fit into, thanks for sharing this info Amy x

Sophie
  Apr 22, 2010 at 06:36 am
I have just finished the free trials and have lost 7 pounds. I am over the moon! I actually thought
Acai Optimum would taste disgusting but it really nice lol. Iv just ordered the 6 month supply of
both.

Amy - Administrator
  Apr 20, 2010 at 9:09 pm
Ok everyone, so I have had word that the free trials are going to be stopping shortly, maybe in like
a week tops! they are going to only be offering the 3, 6 and 9 month packages again.
Apparently some people are trying to get more than 1 free trials Acai Optimum especially. PLEASE
ONLY GET ONE FREE TRIAL PER PERSON AS THEY CAN SEE IS YOU HAVE PURCHASED A
FREE TRIAL BEFORE THROUGH THEM!
This way hopefully they will keep them going as well giving other people the opportunities to use the
free trials to lose weight,
Thanks all,
Amy

Amy - Administrator
Apr 18, 2010 at 7:02 pm
@ nicr, I am actually just setting up twitter now so will post on here when I have completed. I really
don't understand how it works, I have just got my head around this facebook lol

Nic R
  Apr 18, 2010 at 7:43 am
do you have twitter amy?

Vicky
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  Apr 16, 2010 at 11:45 am
me to just signed up for the free trials! I can see your profile on facebook also, do you mind if I add
you as a friend on facebook as well? thanks, Vicky x

Emma C
  Apr 16, 2010 at 9:12 am
Hey Amy, Your story is very inspiring, i also will keep u updated, lets hope its as good as every1
says! x

Amy - Administrator
  Apr 15, 2010 at 8:31 pm
Really Sorry Everyone but I am going to have to put the forum on hold for a few days until I update
all the incoming emails. This really is overwhelming. I did not expect such a great response. Will
Update all the comments shortly.
Kind Regards,
Amy

Jade
  Apr 15, 2010 at 8:59 am
Never did I think losing weight would be so easy. Its been 2 weeks and I have lost 10 Pounds!

George
  Apr 14, 2010 at 11:27 am
Its been 1 month and I have lost just over a stone. I really was skeptical but it does actually work!
And Best Of all I have only paid shipping! haha. Thanks Amy.

Jodie
  Apr 14, 2010 at 1:17 pm
Amy, I just want to say thanks as I can't tell you how much my life has changed after using these
products. I am a new women after losing 3 stone. I also want to share my story and am looking at
setting up my own site also,
Many Thanks, Jodie x

Amy - Administrator
  Apr 14, 2010 at 10:27 am
Thanks for all the success stories, please do keep them coming.

Anna
   Apr 14, 2010 at 1:03 am
Hi Amy Me Again. Just wanted to keep you updated and it has been 1 week and I have lost 6
Pounds.. In 1 week! Just wanted to say thanks as this is really changing me, will keep you updated!

Jenny
  Apr 11, 2010 at 9:40 am
I actually took your advice and ordered the two 4 weeks ago. I have just finished the free trials and
lost 1 Stone 4 Pounds. Which I am over the moon with!

Amy - Administrator
  Apr 10, 2010 at 11:11 pm
@Gemma, good question. After looking into it I found that around 85% of people that sign up for the
free trials end up being so happy with these 2 products that they end up buying it. I personally think
that the other 15% either just want to lose a little weight so only use the products for the 1 month
free trial. This is why they can afford to do it.
@Sarah. Again another good question. And the answer is that by taking the Colon Cleanse tablets
in the evening, you will continue to burn calories whilst you are sleeping, so Acai Optimum works
actively in the day, and colon cleanse actively at night. A 24 hour process.
Hope this answers your questions. Any more questions please do keep submitting,
Thanks,
Amy

Sarah
Apr 10, 2010 at 2:18 pm
Is there any particular reason why I should take the Colon Cleanse tablets in the evening, only as I
remember better taking them in the morning?

Gemma
   Apr 10, 2010 at 9:05 pm
Why are these companies giving away free trials? I mean how can they afford to?

http://amysdietstory.co.uk/[12/10/2010 3:27:53 PM]
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Amy - Administrator
  Apr 08, 2010 at 8:59 am
@Maria, not long. I think it was about 3 or 4 days for both.

Maria
   Apr 07, 2010 at 6:03 pm
How long did it take to ship?

Anna
   Apr 07, 2010 at 2:18 pm
This website is brilliant Amy! Thanks for the incite and will definitely order the two now and keep
you updated.

  
Submit a Comment
Name:

Email:

Comment:

Submit Comment

WEIGHTLOSSPRODUCTREVIEWS.CO.UK

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

* We are not affiliated in any way with BBC, The Telegraph or The Sun and are all registered trademarks of their respective owners. All trademarks on this web
site whether registered or not, are the property of their respective owners. The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of the thirdparty trade mark or third-party registered trade mark owners, and make no representations about them, their owners, their products or services.

* S&H charges do apply. Results will vary by person, and the special offers may only be available for a limited time. Some of the products described on this site
have terms regarding continued billing after the trial period ends. This is referred to as negative option, or continuity billing. Therefore, it is important to ensure
that you are fully aware of the terms associated with each product before you order. To make this easier for you, we have included links to the billing terms for
each of the products below. Please keep in mind that these are separate companies and we are not the best source for information about orders or specific
policies. Because these companies control their own policies, shipping and other fees may change periodically. We have linked away from our website directly to
their terms and conditions pages.

* Please also recognize that the story and comments depicted on this site and the person depicted in the story are not real. Rather, the story is based on what
some people have achieved with these and other similar products. The results portrayed in the story and in the comments are illustrative, and may not
necessarily be the results that you achieve with these products. This page does receive compensation for purchase of products featured on this site.
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STORY HIGHLIGHTS

Mom discovers trick to get white teeth from home.
Coupons bring down the cost to less than $5.
Combining BriteWhite & Illumibrite is the key.

(CPR) -- Amidst the second worst recession in United States history, thrifty
consumers
are turning to the internet to take advantage of special offers.

Jennifer, an ordinary mom
discovered a clever trick to get
risk-free trials for under $5. Thanks
to the trick she discovered,
thousands of consumers have
been able to whiten their teeth
from home.

Step 1:

First Get BriteWhite
(Use our exclusive Promo Code
“EverBrite”)

Step 2:

Then get Illumibrite
(Use our exclusive Promo Code
“Brite500”)
This Is Key:
Use both for results like
Jennifer!

Jennifer, an elementary school teacher and fulltime mother, is one such consumer. It all started
about three months ago when she bought an
authentic Coach pocketbook on sale for only $55
(75% off the retail price) and found a great deal
on a set of cookware (50% off the retail price).
She was determined to seek out other great offers
and recently made her best find. Jennifer
uncovered a clever way of combining two different
teeth whitening offers from two different
companies – BriteWhite and Illumibrite - to
get similar results to that of professional whitening
done by a dentist. Rather than spending $587 at
her local dentist to get a sexy white smile, she did
it right from home and for less than $5 each by
using only free* trial offers she found online.
Jennifer: "I like to consider myself a smart
shopper, always finding the best bang for my
buck. My online teeth whitening discovery was
without a doubt one of the best finds I made this
year."
How did Jennifer wind up with yellow
teeth?
"Honestly, I have no one to blame for this problem
but myself. I smoked for 8 years, drink 2 cups of
coffee a day (only way to stay awake at work),
and love a glass of red wine to help me sleep at
night. Also, I’d be lying if I said that I brushed my
teeth 3 times a day every day. Although I recently
quit smoking and cut back on the amount of
coffee I drink every day, my teeth seem to be
permanently yellow. I’ve tried everything out there:
“whitening” toothpaste, mouthwash products, you
name it. Nothing seemed to work and I only saw a
little bit of improvement, if any.

Jennifer's Teeth
Closeup:
During the 15 day period Jennifer
documented this progress with her camera:

Before and..

AFTER Jennifer applied
the 2 Products

the second picture is taken exactly 15 days
after the first. Notice the strong difference
after applying the 2 trials during that time.

Related Videos
Medical Video
Explaining Cavites
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A co-worker of mine suggested that I do some research online before making my next
purchase. As an elementary school teacher, my salary is modest; and with a sizeable
mortgage to payoff, cost was my number one concern. While searching the Web, I
found a couple of teeth whitening companies giving away free* trials that only required
that you pay shipping and handling. I decided to order the two products that had the
best ratings and the most positive feedback from all the users. I decided to go with
BriteWhite and Illumibrite , both of which had 9/10 ratings

How to Brush Teeth With
Braces

After using the first product, the results were noticeable, but after I paired it with the
second product, I was completely blown away. I’m not a medical excerpt but it appears
that each product focused on DIFFERENT parts of the problem and that the second one
put the whitening effect into overdrive. By using them both in a row I had absolutely
unbelievable results. I can’t believe companies are practically giving these products
away!"
Jennifer: “I’m an optimist and always look for the silver lining in any situation. While this
recession has negatively impacted me like everyone else, my savvy shopping skills got
me the smile I always wanted.”
Online teeth whitening companies are DESPERATELY seeking new customers and
are giving away free* trials as a way to find new clients and unload excess inventory.
You can and should take advantage of the downturn in the economy
just like Jennifer.
When asked to elaborate on her discovery Jennifer said:

Weather

“I was impressed with the results after the first 3 days – but once I saw my teeth after a
week, I was absolutely blown away… I knew I was onto something. The trick is to use
TWO trial products that complement each other TOGETHER to give yourself a whitening
smile comparable to that of your favorite actress. First, I use BriteWhite in the morning.
Since it’s a tray, I just pop it into my mouth while I’m getting ready and take it out before
I leave the house. I simply place it in my mouth so it covers the most surface area. Then,
before going to bed at night, I apply Illumibrite directly on each tooth so it can work
its magic while I sleep. It’s so easy to use that it’s become part of my daily routine!”
Consumer Products Review would like to thank Jennifer for this amazing teeth whitening
tip. If you are interested in using Jennifer’s trick, we have provided links and coupon
code information for the two products she used. After further research, we have learned
that these coupon codes will work until November 10, 2010, so you have until November
10, 2010 to obtain these free* trials. Remember, to get results like Jennifer’s, you will
want to use BOTH products together.
STEP 1: Click here for BriteWhite
(Use our exclusive Promo Code “EverBrite”)
STEP 2: Click here for Illumibrite
(Use our exclusive Promo Code “Brite500”)

Would you like to share a consumer tip for next week? If so, please send us an email!

Comments

(45 out of 45)

Read Responses For: "Don't Break the Bank: A Mom's Trick to Whiter Teeth"
Johanna says: June 28, 2010
@Jack - those are amazing results! I just see that today the two promo codes will expire! I guess I was
lucky to still get them. Everybody hurry up... :-)
Mike says: June 28, 2010
I smoked for quite a few years. recently quit and wanted to whiten my teeth, dentist quoted $450!!!!! this is
great
Kevin says: June 28, 2010
Been a smoker all my life. My wife showed me this... We ordered both trials and had the same results as
Jack. His photos say it all!!!
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Jack says:June 29, 2010
@Cody - my teeth are really sensitive as well, had no problems, shipping to Illinois took 2 days.
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Tiffany says:June 29, 2010
@Jack - jeeze, that's amazing. i wish my teeth looked like that! took the dive and ordered
Jack says:June 29, 2010
Sorry it took a while, but I wanted to be sure. I just finished the combo. I took a pic when I got the products
a week ago (BriteWhites came first, had to wait for the other one for an extra day), used them for about a
week and just took another pic a few minutes ago. Here they are. Honestly, this is unbelievable, all I have
to say is WOW. My Teeth:

James says:June 30, 2010
my teeth are pretty yellow from drinking coffee and I'm not about to give that up, LOL. i can see how two
different products might work better, can't wait until my trials get here.
Sarah says:June 30, 2010
It's been a week since I started using these two together and I've been feeling a lot more confident. this is
perfect. thanks.
Jennie says:July 1, 2010
been so busy with the kids lately that never able to find deals like this. clever idea whoever came up with
it!
Lisa says:July 1, 2010
never even thought about combining the products.

Leave A Reply
Comments will appear after approval by our editorial team. Thank you.
*BriteWhite Smile Terms & Conditions:
Beginning on the day that you place an order for a product (“Product”) from the Website, Your ten (10) day *Trial period begins (“*Trial Period”).The *Trial Period is calculated in calendar days,
not business days. You will be shipped a thirty (30) day supply of the Product You ordered.   Delivery time is subtracted from your *Trial Period, and will reduce the number of days allocated to
your *Trial Period. If you want to extend your *Trial Period due to slow postal delivery or delayed pickup, you must call Our Customer Service Department. Reasonable requests (as
determined by us) to extend Your *Trial Period generally will be granted. If you are satisfied with the Product and wish to continue to receive the Product on a monthly basis, you need do
nothing else. Upon the expiration of the *Trial Period, Your credit card will be billed for the full cost of the Product that you ordered (i.e., a thirty day supply). On the thirty second day following
the date you first ordered Your Product, We will send you another thirty (30) day supply of the Product, and the credit card you provided to us will be automatically billed for the Product. Upon
signing up for the 10 day trial membership you will be charged up to $3.87 depending on various shipping and initial offer promotions at that time but not more than $3.87 upon signing. If not
cancelled, you will be charged up to $87.13 upon completion of the 10 day trial period. Monthly thereafter or 30 days from the original order date, the charge will reoccur monthly at a total of up
to $87.13 until cancelled. This charge will reoccur monthly at a total of up to $87.13 until cancelled

*MysticWhite Terms & Conditions:
Beginning on the day that you place an order for a product (Product) from the Website, Your fourteen (14) day Trial period begins (Trial Period). The Trial Period is calculated in calendar days,
not business days. - You will be shipped a fourteen (14) day supply of the Product You ordered. Delivery time is subtracted from your Trial Period, and will reduce the number of days allocated
to your Trial Period. If you want to extend your Trial Period due to slow postal delivery or delayed pickup, you must contact Customer Care. Reasonable requests (as determined by us) to
extend Your Trial Period generally will be granted. - If you are satisfied with the Product and wish to continue to use the Product, you need do nothing else. Upon the expiration of the Trial
Period, Your credit card will be billed for the enrollment of the Lifetime Member Program of the Product that you ordered. - On the fourteenth day following the date you first ordered Your
Product, You will be enrolled in a Lifetime Member Program of the Product, and the credit card you provided to us will be automatically billed for the Lifetime Member Program. - Upon signing
up for the fourteen (14) day trial membership you will be charged up to $9.95 depending on various shipping and initial offer promotions at that time but not more than $9.95 upon signing. If not
cancelled, you will be charged up to $199.99 upon completion of the fourteen (14) day trial period. - Upon completion of the fourteen (14) day trial period, You are automatically enrolled in a
Lifetime Member Program and are eligible for a free Product for as long as You choose and only pay shipping and handling of $14.95 for each months order. Limit is one (1) Product per month.
- If You are not satisfied with the Product and wish to cancel Your enrollment in the Lifetime Member Program of the Product, You must contact Customer Care prior to the expiration of the
Trial Period and cancel Your order. - If you fail to contact Customer Care prior to the expiration of the Trial Period, Your credit card will be charged for the Lifetime Member Program. YOU
UNDERSTAND THAT THIS CONSUMER TRANSACTION INVOLVES A NEGATIVE OPTION AND THAT YOU WILL BE LIABLE FOR PAYMENT OF PRODUCT THAT WAS SHIPPED TO
YOU, AND FUTURE SHIPMENTS OF PRODUCT, IF YOU FAIL TO NOTIFY US TO STOP SUPPLYING THE PRODUCT TO YOU. - Regardless of whether you cancel Your Trial in a timely
fashion or not, you will be responsible to pay the shipping and handling charges associated with Your Product (currently $4.95). You agree that we can charge your credit card for this amount,
and you agree to pay such amount regardless of whether you cancel Your Trial in a timely fashion or not. No refunds will be issued for shipping and handling charges.
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Every day you'll receive at least one
email from us. Inside each email will
be a link to an advertisement. All
you have to do is click this link and
you'll be credited up to 10 cents for
each one regardless of whether
you're interested in the ad.

Read Email Ads

Refer Friends

Earn Up To 10 Cents Each

Earn up to30% + 20%

Companies need people to test new
products and are willing to pay up to
$75 per offer! Save money and try
items before you buy! Scroll through
health and beauty, membership
clubs, online services, books,
business tools and more!

Your
Email:
Username:
Password:

Tell your friends to join and we'll
give you up to 30% of their
earnings. Earn just for referring
your friends, so easy. Plus, you'll
get 20% of what each of THEIR
referrals make plus free
SnapDollars Sweeps lotto tickets!

Earn money simply for your
opinions! Participate in quick and
free online surveys and make up to
$2 for each one! What does your
family watch on tv? What products
does your family purchase? Choose
from a wide variety inside!

Try Out Products

Complete Surveys

Earn Up To $75 for Each

Earn Up To $2 for Each

Have you always thought online
games were a waste of time? Think
again and earn $25 in free credits!
Choose word, sports, cards,
stategy, arcade, puzzles and more!
Plus you'll receive free SnapDollars
Sweeps lotto tickets daily!

Next time you need to make an
online purchase, log into your
SnapDollars account first. You'll
earn up to 40% cash back at
hundreds of your favorite online
stores! Just follow the store links
inside!

Username:
Password:

$5 Sign-Up Bonus!

Free Wii or iPod!

SnapDollars is now offering
a FREE $5.00 credit to all
new accounts! To get it,
simply enter your email
address and choose a
unique username and
password to open your
account. Next complete
your profile and we'll add 5

Now's a great time to refer
friends and family to Snap
Dollars! For each referral
you send, you'll also
receive one entry to our
monthly Referral Contest.
Winners will be chosen via
a random drawing at the
end of each calendar

http://trackleady.com/tracking202/redirect/off.php?acip=4654&pci=[12/10/2010 11:40:32 AM]

Games & Lotto

Online Shopping

Earn Money or Win Big

Earn Unlimited Cash Back

NEW! Now you can complete offers and choose a reward from our Gift
Catalog instead of receiving cash! We've got gift cards, Amazon Kindles,
iPods, Dell laptops, free diapers for one full year, Dyson vacuumes, video
games, KitchenAid mixers, Louis Vuitton travel bags, Nintendo Wii's and DS
Lites, Sony Playstations, digital cameras or Blu-Ray players, X-boxes,
plasma tv's...our catalog is huge! Want to earn cash AND rewards? No
problem! Complete offers and earn both!
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bucks to your balance.
Remember, there is no
cost to join, so create your
account now to collect your
bonus!

month. The more qualified
referrals you send, the
better chance you have to
win. You may win multiple
prizes with multiple entries,
so start referring today!
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Choose Cash or Rewards
Request Payment or Choose a Gift

Your
Email:
Username:
Password:

Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy | Contact | Advertisers | Affiliates | Blog
© 2005-2010 SnapDollars.com. All Rights Reserved.
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First Name
Last Name
Country

United
States
United
States

Address
City
State/Province

choose
your
state state
choose
your

Postal/ZIP
Phone
Email

Teeth Whitening: #1 Request From
Patients Tooth whitening is the number 1
concern on patients' minds, according to the
American Dental Association.
Self Bleaching Is The New Craze
Most of the celebs on television, movie screens
and those in the public eye have gleaming white
smiles as a result of bleaching. They have been
paying dentists big bucks to have these
procedures done.
Just As Effective and Much Cheaper
An informed do-it-yourself approach may be
cheaper and, ultimately, just as effective as going
to your dentist. Costing $200 to $400, the kits
work as well as or better than in-office
treatments.

Discover the secret to a long lasting brighter, whiter smile with
guaranteed results after the first application.
As time goes by, your once glossy set of teeth will fade to a yellow less attractive smile
due to aging, smoking, genetics, pigments from coffee, red wine, caffeine based sodas

http://trackleady.com/tracking202/redirect/off.php?acip=9668&pci=[12/10/2010 11:40:49 AM]
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and a host of other consumables. The effects can be devastating on your self esteem. The
solution is simple.
A whiter smile will boost your confidence and has an immediate impact on your personal
and professional life.
How can I make this reality?
Dramatic advances with at-home teeth whitening has led to a huge wave of extremely
happy customers who can now whiten their smiles up to 9 shades lighter, affordably and in
the comfort of their home.
An estimated 10 million Americans will spend a whopping $1.7 Billion on teeth whitening
this year. But, the fact is that you don't have to spend a fortune to accomplish the results
you desire. Fill out the form above and we will send you an exclusive trial.

©2010 Illumibrite LLC | Terms and Conditions | Your Privacy Rights/Privacy Policy | Your California Privacy Rights | Support | Unsubscribe
By entering into a trial for our Illumi-Brite teeth-whitening system, Illumibrite LLC gives you a trial period to try our product. Initially you pay only for shipping & handling
($4.97 for domestic US shipping or $9.97 for international or non-continental US shipping, such shipping costs being non-refundable ), and then you have 14 days
from the date that you place your order with us to evaluate the product. If you are unhappy with the product at any time during those 14 days, you must call the
Company at 888-491-0328 or 702-824-9652 and cancel your order to avoid being billed for the cost of the product. If you are satisfied with our product, then do
nothing and the Company will bill you $97.97 for your initial order, and enroll you in our "Unlimited IllumiBrite" club for free. As a member of the "Unlimited IllumiBrite"
club, you will never be automatically billed again, but you will be able at your request to order additional Illumibrite teeth whitening kits (which are composed of 2 pens,
2 trays, 1 mini LED accelerator light, a shade guide, color instructions and a 30 day supply of gel (2 syringes) for just the cost of express shipping ($19.97 for
continental US shipping or $29.97 for international or non-continental US shipping). There's nothing to cancel. The Company will send you a special link where you
can order your unlimited packages anytime online. If you do decide to cancel your trial within 24 hours of purchasing the product or before product is to be shipped,
the order will be cancelled, you will be refunded shipping costs and product will not be shipped. All charges will appear on your credit card statement as "Illumibrite."
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Chicago Mom Makes $6500 a Month at Home
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Thursday December 09, 2010

As part of our continued series: "Employment and the Recession: What Do We Need To Know" we research an industry that is booming, in spite of
a Recession. Filed by Tina Lewis under Finance.

Have You Ever Considered Working Online?
Kim Barnes of Chicago, IL never thought that she would consider it, until
curiosity got the best of her and she filled out a simple online form. Before she
knew it, she discovered her secret to beating the recession, and being able to
provide for her family while at home with her three children.

Many of these online
workers are making as
much as $275 a day
working part time online
using nothing but their
internet connection and
home computer.

I read Kim's blog last month and decided to feature her story in our weekly
consumer report. In our phone interview she told me her amazing story. "I
actually make about $6,000-$7,000 a month working from home. It's enough
to comfortably replace my old job income, especially considering I only work
about 15-18 hours a week from home right now.
Working online has been a financial windfall for Kim, who struggled for months
to find a decent job but kept hitting dead ends. "I lost my job shortly after the
recession hit, I needed reliable income, I was not interested in the "get rich
quick" scams you see all over the internet. Those are all pyramid schemes. I
just needed a legitimate way to earn a living for me and my family. The best
part of working online is that I am always home with the kids, I save a lot of

money."

"I actually make $6,000 to $7,000 a month working from home."
- Kim Barnes
I asked her about how she started her remarkable journey. "It was pretty easy, I filled out a short form and
applied for a work at home kit. There is a small shipping and handling fee, its not really free but it was under
$3. I got the Kit and within four weeks I was making over $5,000 a month. It's really simple, I am not a
computer whiz, but I can use the internet. I post links that are given to me, I don't even have to sell anything
and nobody has to buy anything. They are constantly recruiting people to post links, you should try it." There
are over 350 positions available just for Chicago at the time of this report.
These online social giants are worth well over 100 billion dollars and growing. They are the most used social
networking and meeting places on the web today and growing faster and faster. These companies have just
started hiring people to work at home to keep up with the demand. Why not get in with the internets best and
biggest companies.
Now, there are plenty of scams on the internet claiming you can make $50,000 a month, but that is exactly
what they are scams. From my conversation with Kim, "I am making a good salary from home, which is
amazing, under a year ago I was jobless in a horrible economy. I thank god every day that I filled out that
form."
Quickly, Kim Barnes was able to use the simple Home Income System to make it out of the recession.

Kim Barnes is a regular mom who lost her job
last year, after an unsuccessful job hunt she
started working online from home. I interviewed
her about her amazing story and she revealed
her steps for success.
Step 1
Go to this link, fill out a basic online form and
hit submit at Home Income System
(Better Business Bureau A+ Accredited)
Use Our Exclusive Link And Just Pay For
Shipping! (LIMITED TIME!)
Step 2
Follow the directions and set up an account.
Then they will give you the website links to
post. Start posting those links. They track
everything.
Step 3
You will receive your first checks in about a
week. Or you can have them wire directly into
your checking account. (Your first checks will
be about $500 to $1,500 a week. Then it goes
up from there. It depends on how many links
you posted online.)

�Social Networks:

"I have never told anyone they will make millions of dollars. Instead, I believe this is the only site that tells you
won't make millions, but you can make legitimate income from home like I did and replace your full time job."
Getting started is easy. Just follow these simple steps below to get started.

astrogirl: "@JessMercell: yea, there's around
39 positions left last time I checked"
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Step 1
Go to this link, fill out a basic online form and hit submit at Home Income System, (Better Business Bureau
A+ Accredited) Use Our Exclusive Link And Just Pay For Shipping! (LIMITED TIME!)

Step 2
Follow the directions and set up an account. Then they will give you the website links to post. Start posting
those links. They track everything.
Step 3
You will receive your first check in about a week. Or you can start to have them wire directly into your
checking account. (Your first checks will be about $500 to $1,500 a week. Then it goes up from there. It
depends on how many links you posted online.)
Related links:

1 hour ago
macy290: "so happy! got my first paycheck for
$1,223.28 after a week for working at home!"
4 hours ago
tracyrobbins: "I've heard a lot about this
lately, where did you signup for it?"
5 hours ago
jarret_allen: "best day so far with this home
income system, made $254.29 so far today.
=)"
6 hours ago

Home Income System (BBB A+ Rated) - Official Website

� WEATHER

Comments

(17)

Comments for: "Mom Makes $6500 Working Online at Home?"
Shane Says:

10:47AM

I saw this on TV and how she did this. She was very fortunate to have found this out.

Johnny Says:

6:17PM

Just FYI on this deal here. You have to have some computer skills, at least be able to use
email and such. Then you will be ok.

Tim Says:

2:34PM

I was laid off as well and I am hoping this could be a big help right now. I don't trust
anything that's not registered with the BBB so it seems to be the perfect opportunity!

Dianna Says:

5:21AM

Thanks Kim, I started a few weeks ago and already got my first checks totaling $1800, cool.

Bob Says:

11:45AM

I already got my kit and tried it out. It works with all the internet giants and I was able to
make about $500 a week right from the start. I am working right now to double my efforts
and my money I hope. It's easy work but you have to have a good internet connection.

Joey Says:

� TAGS

Make Money Online
9:52PM

could this be for real? I tried some other thing online and it didn't work out that well for me.
I think I made about $400 a month but that was years ago. I know the internet giants is
making money so I will give it a try.

   Recession   
Get Paid With Search & Social Profit
System System    Online Marketing   

Make Money

   Google   Adwords    Part
Time Jobs    eBay    Work At Home   

Bailout
Dana Says:

4:43PM

I'd just like to add my story; I think others would like to hear it. I too was always leery about
work at home offers because they always seemed to be scams. But after the recession hit,
I was a little frightened. I wanted to have a backup plan just in case. So, I took your advice
and got my free kit. It worked like a charm - I was earning money right away! I ?ventually
did get laid off, just as I had feared, but since I had been using Robert Allen's Internet
Income System, I had money to fall back on. Now I'm doing better than I had at my job!

Janet Says:

   Home Business    Earn Cash

Fast    How To Pay Off Debt    I
Need To Find A Job    Yahoo    Search Jobs
   Craigslist Jobs   

10:23PM

Holy molly! thanks for the post with screen shot! you just gave me the inspiration I needed.
Thanks!

Molly Says:

3:03AM
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Ok, I'm using it right now and it is doing pretty well actually. it cost about $2 dollars for
shipping, it came in a few days and I have been doing good ever since. on my first week I
was able to make a big $270 but on the second week I doubled it. it's now rolling along at
$300+ a day! I'm gonna keep going and see how much I can make going full time at it.

Ted Says:

11:44AM

is someone using this now? very interesting....

Tina Says:

12:36PM

I just wanted to tell everyone I got my first check today for $2800!

Jim Says:

1:35PM

ok, very interesting......I really could use something like this.

Tony Says:

2:18AM

Yeah, I did just join. I am working on it when my computer
crashed so I had to borrow a friends laptop... but, all is good now so I will post back
how it goes!

Kimberly Says:

4:41PM

I did it and I even got my husband helping me in the evenings! We just want to make
enough to pay of the debt and stop the phone from ringing at dinner! At this rate we should
be feeling major relief by this week.

Gean Says:

9:04PM

thats sad.....I?almost lost my house but, ended up with a job. I just signed up for this so I'm
hoping it works.

Danny Says:

1:41AM

i'm only 17 years and I signed up and having some good success. I found this is the best
way to make money using the internet.

Jerome Says:

1:06PM

does this really work???????????? I mean the whole working at home stuff? is anyone
making money? I guess for $2.97 i will try it out.

Kathy Says:

4:52PM

Jerome: you have to work and use the computer and internet, and if you can do that and
dedicate some time each day then you can do this with no problem.
I have been working with this for a month and have made over 5k already. let me know if
you need more help.

Leave A Reply
Comments disabled due to spam. Please try again later.
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We're an A+ Better Business Bureau rated
way to earn six figures at home!

First Name
Last Name
Address
City

We've helped thousands of people just like you earn an incredible
income at home. All you need is a computer, and we'll show you how to get
started with as much, or as little, time as you want. Fill out the form today
to get started!

Select
Select

State
Zip

This is not a make money with ebay program.

Select
A Country
-- Select
A Country
-

You won't be asked to stuff envelopes or fill out surveys.

Country

This isn't a job - this is an income at home opportunity!

Phone

This is a way to make real cash from home.

Email

This is a way to control your own future.
YES - I want to make money from my home!

This is something anybody can do.
We will support you 100% of the way with your own success
coach.

Privacy Policy
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Get your RISK FREE kit Today!

As seen on:

      Disclaimer

Thousands of people are using our system every day from
home
"In our first month, we generated $550 and by our fourth month we had banked $2,300! When
we first learned about this opportunity we ordered the package, talked to our new success
coach, and jumped in with both feet!
In a little less than one year, we walked away from our other business and now we're making
money from home around our family's schedule!"

The earnings of the individuals are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that you can or will earn through
your participation in this opportunity. The incomes depicted are representative of some of the most successful
participants and the majority of individuals earn less. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or
projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation or guarantee of earnings would be misleading. Your
success in this opportunity results only from successful sales efforts, which require hard work, desire, diligence,
leadership and personal talent.

Anne & Mark BOTH become stay-at-home parents in less than 18
months
"Our first month we earned about $900 and we were hooked! The step-by-step process and
the support of the personal business coach had us on the fast-path to really living our
dreams."

The earnings of the individuals are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that you can or will earn through
your participation in this opportunity. The incomes depicted are representative of some of the most successful
participants and the majority of individuals earn less. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or
projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation or guarantee of earnings would be misleading. Your
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success in this opportunity results only from successful sales efforts, which require hard work, desire, diligence,
leadership and personal talent.

Phil & Sharri made $500 in their first month
"After we ordered your training kit we saw almost immediate results - we brought in an extra
$500 in our first month and were so thankful, the timing was perfect."

The earnings of the individuals are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that you can or will earn through
your participation in this opportunity. The incomes depicted are representative of some of the most successful
participants and the majority of individuals earn less. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or
projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation or guarantee of earnings would be misleading. Your
success in this opportunity results only from successful sales efforts, which require hard work, desire, diligence,
leadership and personal talent.

Don't wait until it's too late to earn an
income
at home and have full control of your future
Just fill out the form at the top of the page to make real cash from
home!

The earnings of the individuals are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that you can or will earn through your participation in this
opportunity. The incomes depicted are representative of some of the most successful participants and the majority of individuals earn less. These figures
should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation or guarantee of earnings would be
misleading. Your success in this opportunity results only from successful sales efforts, which require hard work, desire, diligence, leadership and personal
talent.
The trademarks / logos above are the exclusive property of their owners, and their appearance here is in no way intended to imply any endorsement by,
or relationship between the companies represented by the above trademarks or logos, their owners, and Centurion Media Group.
This offer is not available in the state of Wyoming.
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Copyright © 2010 Centurion Media Group | MyOBSPack.com | All Rights Reserved. | Privacy Policy
* By entering your email address, you are agreeing to the terms of our privacy policy.
Business Opportunity presented is an online method of operating an Herbalife International ® independent distributorship.
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(15 Comments) Updated: Friday, December 10, 2010

“Here's How I Lost 47 lbs of Stomach Fat In Just 2
Months With 2 Free Diet Products."
Dear fellow reader,
Hello, This is Laura here, and I'm from Chicago, IL. I went from a size 14 to a
size 4 in just two months. I know it sounds crazy but it’s true! Before I tell you
how I did it, I want you to know that my success came only after many diet
failures. I think I’ve tried every diet out there at least once…maybe even twice.
I’ve cut calories, exercised, and mixed a lot of tasteless shakes. Yuck.
Although I’ve always been able to drop a few pounds here and there, I just
couldn’t keep the weight off. Every time I started a new diet, I’d lose 3 or 4
pounds the first week and get really excited. (I later found out that this was just
water weight.) Then I’d lose a couple pounds the next week. Before long, I’d hit
the dreaded plateau, get discouraged, and quit. I was your typical yo-yo dieter.
Then I discovered something amazing.
I admit it. I’m no weight-loss expert. I’m just a mother of three, who went from
flabby to fabulous in just 2 short months. See for yourself!

About Me
My name is Laura Miller. I
have 2 kids and a
wonderful husband. I lost
47lbs using this diet
formula I saw on Rachael
Ray's show. Read my story
to learn all about it.

My Steps To
Weight Loss:
Step 1:
GetSlim Acai
(Special bonus for my
readers only! Use promo
code: LAURA and pay only
$1.50!)
Step 2:
Inside Edge Cleanse
(Special bonus for my
readers only! Use promo
code: LAURA and pay only
$1.50!)
(Free 30 Day Trial good
while supplies last.
Free trial is still available
of as today - Friday,
December 10, 2010 )

Me Before

Me After

As you can tell from my pictures, I didn’t drop just a few pounds. In fact, I lost
47 pounds of stomach fat in record time!

In the news:
Acai Berry: Dr.
Perricone's #1
Superfood

Here’s the craziest part of my story. It was easy.
I didn’t have to sweat in a gym with strangers and I didn’t starve myself. I did
something even better.
I used two free products that I saw on TV. I decided to try them and wow! I
was blown away by the dramatic results.
As you can see, my transformation was nothing short of phenomenal. My

"It may seem odd to start
this list of superfoods with
one you've likely never even
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friends couldn’t believe it. They wanted to know my secret. At first, I just told
them that I had changed my eating habits because I didn’t want to get my
hopes up. After all, I had failed so many times before and didn’t want to be
embarrassed by another failure.
By the end of the first month, however, they weren’t buying my “diet” story
any longer. I was down 29 pounds! Everyone thought I had gastric bypass
surgery, so I had to come clean.
That’s when I told them about GetSlim Acai and Inside Edge Cleanse.
Let me ask you something…

Are You Fighting the Battle of the Bulge?
There’s nothing to be embarrassed about. We’ve all been there.
Maybe you can relate to my story.
Before I got pregnant, I weighed a healthy 132 pounds. I wasn’t model thin,
but I felt comfortable with my body. During my pregnancy, I gained about 30
pounds. After my son was born, I lost all but 10 pounds.
It was just 10 pounds. Easy to lose, right? Wrong. I tried all kinds of diets to
get rid of the weight: Adkins, Weight Watchers, even diet shakes. Nothing
worked. Then I got pregnant for the second time. Instead of losing most of the
baby fat this time, I kept most of it (or should I say it kept me). It wouldn’t
budge. I was so depressed. No matter how hard I tried, I couldn’t get back into
my old clothes again.
Now, you’d think that chasing two active little boys around the house would
help me keep me in great shape. It didn’t. In fact, I got even heavier. Four
years later, I weighed my heaviest at 171 pounds. I was so embarrassed. I was
tired, depressed, and I thought it was all my fault. How could I just let myself go
like that?
One day when I felt really down about my weight, a friend stopped by for
lunch. I told her how depressed I felt, and she admitted that she often felt the
same way about her weight.
Here’s the funny part: Little did I know that just moments after she left that
day, I’d turn on the TV and change my life.
After lunch, I got on the couch, ready to take my afternoon nap. That’s when
I saw Dr. Oz on the Rachael Ray show talking about the Acai berry. That’s the
day my life changed forever.
Dr. Oz explained that this new berry from the Amazon, called the Acai (ahsa-ee), had phenomenal health benefits. Before that day, I had never heard of
the Acai berry. Even if I had, I never would have believed it was anything more
than a healthy snack. However, the more Dr. Oz talked about it, the more I
wanted to know.
I learned that the Acai is better tasting and more powerful than red wine or
pomegranate. Here’s the real kicker: Acai keeps you from feeling hungry and
increases your energy, all at the same time!
The next day, there he was again, Dr. Oz, on another show talking about
how colon cleansing helps you lose weight. He had my full attention.

heard of. But studies have
shown that this little berry is
one of the most
nutritious and powerful
foods in the world! Acai
(ah-sigh-ee) is the highenergy berry of a special
Amazon palm tree.
Harvested in the rainforests
of Brazil, acai tastes like a
vibrant blend of berries and
chocolate. Hidden within its
royal purple pigment is the
magic that makes it
nature's perfect energy
fruit. Acai is packed full of
anti-oxidants, amino acids
and essential fatty acids."

Acai Berry on
Rachael Ray:

Rachael Ray Show: "It
may seem odd to start this
list of superfoods with one
you’ve likely never even
heard of. But studies have
shown that this little berry is
one of the most
nutritious and powerful
foods in the world! Acai
(ah-sigh-ee) is the highenergy berry of a special
Amazon palm tree.
Harvested in the rainforests
of Brazil, Acai tastes like a
vibrant blend of berries and
chocolate. Hidden within its
royal purple pigment is the
magic that makes it
nature's perfect energy
fruit. Acai is packed full of
anti-oxidants, amino acids
and essential fatty acids."

Acai Berry on CBS
News:

"Acai berries are among
the most nutritious
foods of the Amazon, rich
in B vitamins, minerals, fiber,
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Then I thought, “What would happen if I used both? Could this be the answer
I’d been looking for?”
If one worked, wouldn’t it make sense that using them together would work
twice as well?
I did a little research and discovered that not only were these two products
safe, but GetSlim Acai and Inside Edge Cleanse were safe to use together.
Even though the juice is expensive, you don’t have to worry about that. I’m
going to tell you how to get the same health benefits for free.
If you’re frustrated about your weight problems, like I was, here’s what you
need to know….

It’s Not Your Fault.
That’s right. If you’ve tried countless diets and they haven’t worked, the
problem isn’t you. It’s what the media has been feeding you.
Losing weight is not about will power. You need to forget what you’ve been
told.

protein and omega-3 fatty
acids. Acai berries also
contain oleic acid (omega-9),
a beneficial fatty acid."

Inside Edge
Cleansefeatured on a
Popular TV Show:
Dr. Perricone on a
Popular TV Show: "I
mean, their bodies are
screaming to them," Dr.
Perricone says of Susan and
Maureen's health. "'Help me.
Help me.' Their colon is
saying, 'I need cleansing.'
And they're not processing it.
… We are the best health
educated society in the
history of mankind but we
don't take information and
use it to motivate us to
change our behavior"

That’s why I’m going to let you in on a little-known secret about the diet
industry….

They Don’t Want You to Keep the Weight Off.
That’s right. You see, if you lose weight permanently, they’ve lost a customer
for life. To stay in business, they need repeat buyers. That’s why they give you
quick fix methods that help you lose water weight, not fat. As soon as you’re off
the program, BAM! the weight comes back. A few months later, you buy their
product again…and so the cycle of yo-yo dieting begins.
I wasn’t about to get tricked like that again. It was time to get serious about
losing weight.
That’s when I went to my doctor.
Here I am on Day 1 of my weight-loss journey.

That’s me at my doctor’s office getting a body fat measurement before I
started using Rachael Ray's and Dr.Oz's recommendation of GetSlim Acai and
Inside Edge Cleanse. My body fat was measured 28.45 percent. As you can
see by the picture, I was clearly overweight.
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What scared me even more was the fact that my doctor told me I was at high
risk for developing high blood pressure, diabetes, and breast cancer. Now,
that’s scary.
I knew I had to get started right away. I was happy to find out that I could
actually order GetSlim Acai and Inside Edge Cleanse free online! Now, I had
no excuse not to try them. I placed my order. I could hardly wait to get started.
This is what I discovered after the first week of taking them.

The Fat Just Melts Away!
Here’s what I looked like just two months later:

My doctor was amazed. He measured my body fat again 2 months later. My
body fat index had dropped to 20.6, which is normal for my height and weight. I
could hardly believe it. I hadn’t been that thin since high school.
Okay, now, enough about me. Let’s talk about how you can lose weight
doing what I did.
It’s not hard. Just follow these two steps….

Step 1:
Start with GetSlim Acai. CNN, Rachael Ray, and many news networks have
covered the health benefits of Acai. GetSlim Acai is jam-packed with the
highest quality Acai you can find on the market today, so don’t take a chance
on an imitation product.
This is what GetSlim Acai and Inside Edge Cleanse does for me:
* Regulates my metabolism
* Suppresses my hunger during the day
* Boosts my energy so I could focus on my kids, job, husband, and just more
“me” time
* Melts away the fat from my body by replacing my cravings for coffee and
soda
Now that I don’t drink coffee or soda, my teeth are whiter. Another benefit!
The best part is that you can get a bottle of GetSlim Acai absolutely free just
like I did. It’s easy to get started. Take it in the morning and forget about it. No
more counting calories or measuring portion sizes. Your fat will just melt away.

Step 2:
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Inside Edge Cleanse puts your weight loss into overdrive. (It’s important to
use both products if you want results like mine.) While GetSlim Acai gives you
energy and suppresses you hunger, Inside Edge Cleanse takes it one step
further by:
*
*
*
*

Removing harmful toxins in your body
Removing walls of aged sludge in your colon
Trimming several inches off your waistline
Reducing blood pressure and cholesterol levels

Once you get your free bottle of Inside Edge Cleanse , take 1 pill in the
morning and 1 in the evening with the Acai. That’s what I did. It’s the perfect
weight-loss combination! You’ll shed flab, cleanse your system, and get
amazing results.

Try It for One Month Risk-Free.
My free bottle lasted for about a month. In that time, I dropped 29 pounds! I
continued using both products and the next month I lost another 18 pounds.
That’s a total of 47 lbs in 2 months!!!
By the end of the second month, I weighed 124 pounds. That’s 8 pounds less
than I weighed before I got pregnant!
As I sat down to write my story, I thought I should weigh myself to see if I’ve
maintained my weight the same results. I’ve done even better. I’ve been on the
plan for 4 months now and I’m down to 119 pounds. Amazing.
I no longer feel like I have to take a nap after lunch. It’s just the opposite. I’ve
got so much energy! My boys love it. I can keep up with them when they run
around the house now. They also say I’m not as cranky as I used to be.
My husband says I look even sexier than the day we met. He loves my new
body.
Again, I’m no weight loss expert. I’m just a mom who got sick and tired of
feeling sick and tired.
Who knew that Rachael Ray and Dr. Oz would change my life!
I hope my story gives you some hope and motivation to order GetSlim Acai
and Inside Edge Cleanse like I did.
You’ll love your new body.
Even if you’ve been a diet flunky like me, give them a try. They worked for
me, and (after I revealed my secret) they worked for my best friend too.
Did I happen to mention…they're FREE!

Try This Diet if You're Stuck in a Rut... I Gurantee
You Will Get Amazing Results. They're Free!
Step 1 - Click Here For a FREE Bottle of GetSlim
Acai
(Special bonus for my readers only! Use promo code: LEAN195 and pay only
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$1.99!)

Step 2 - Click Here For a FREE Bottle of Inside
Edge Cleanse (Special bonus for my readers only! Use promo code:
LAURA and pay only $1.99!)

( I'm told the free bottle offer* is only good while supples last.
The free trial is still available of today - December 10, 2010
I think you should get them now before they run out. )

To our success,
Laura Miller
P.S - The two free amazing offers above are only available until they run out
so it can be pulled any moment from now... I advise you to go and grab those
free bottle offers right this minute.
P.P.S - If you do happen to miss out on the free bottle opportunity, than you
will need to contact them about it. Usually it's a wait for a month or two for
them to get more supplies.
P.P.P.S - I added a clip from Fox news about the Acai Berry. Watch it below.

Please note that the juice form is very expensive, and 5 pills of GetSlim Acai
extract equals all the Acai berry in the juice form. This is why I highly
recommend you get GetSlim Acai extracts in pill form with the colon cleansing
formula for added benefits. You'll be amazed how great this diet really is!

15 Responses so far
Hey Laura,
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I just wanted to tell you that you are doing an amazing thing
Jenny

setting up this website. I have discovered this method long ago
and it has worked wonders for me. I have lost over 25 lbs of
weight in less than 2 months and I owe it all to this formula. This
was my little weight loss secret but I guess it's not so secret
anymore...

Best of luck.

Yes, thank you for sharing your personal transformation. I've
already requested for the free weight loss products* that you
mentioned and I cant wait to write a blog of my own weight loss
Betty

success. Thank you Laura M

Hi Laura I live in Chicago too and I was wondering how long did it
take you to get it shipped to you?????? - maria
Maria

Thanks for all the comments so far =)
@Maria - Not long. It took less than a week for both - Laura Miller
Laura Miller

Thank you Brenda for posting your story. It was very motivating. I
have the same struggles with food. I want to make a change.
Sometimes it is so hard. But I am working toward it now. I ordered
Dana

the two diets and it should be here any day. I feel like I am on my
way to weight success. I am going to keep daily entries and
hopefully I can make a motivational page too and help others
reach their goals. I just found out that Rachael Ray does promote
these products and I will try it immediately. I will post more when I
have progress. Again thank you so much.
Dana
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I have tried many weight-loss programs in my life and I'm sorta a
fanatic about it... the formula that you used is not like any other. I
started this formula about a month ago and I have to say... this
Jen

was my greatest single loss in weight in my whole life. You're very
selfless sharing this with everyone on your website. I hope it does
wonders for people reading this.

Hello My friend had been using this very same product and she's
been telling me to try it.. but the one she told me about didn't offer
any free trials! I am so glad you found free 1 month try-out weight
Abigail

loss products and shared it with us. It's like $200+ worth of
products free! Thanks so much Laura

Thanks for sharing your story Laura. Just requested for the free
weight loss* products youve mentioned. Very happy you shared it.
Becky

Laura, i saw these products on oprah and rachael rays show too.
however, i didn't know how to order it and came across your site
where you found Free trial supplies which is great because i dont
Carol

want to pay for something i didnt know worked. i'm currently on my
2nd month on this stuff and i have to say.. this stuff works and my
results are unbelieveable :) thank you so much for putting up this
website. I will talk to you soon. Bye.

I just happend to click on your page one day. Your story has
definitely inspired me, Laura. I already signed up for my shipment.
Thank you for motivating me to do something about my weight.
Barb

Barbara

I'm ever greateful for you telling me about this. I have received my
free trial* a week ago and already I'm feeling like a new me. You
know how sometimes you take your car for a oil change... well this
Tiffany

feels like I'm getting a brand new faster fat-burning engine I can't
believe I didn't find out about this earlier. Thanks alot Laura!
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Hi, just found this site and read your story. I'm very proud of you
for writing it. This GetSlim Acai and Inside Edge Cleanse helped
me lose over 20 lbs of weight and helped my neighbor lose 40 lbs
Rachael

in only 2 months. Simply put, if you're not using these two products
you are missing out on one of the greatest weight loss secret in
history... and I'm not exagirating - rachael

Hi there Laura. I was a bit skeptical when I first read about this but
as I researched more and more I found out that Acai berry is
indeed what Rachael Ray and many scientists say it is. It's one of
Jennifer M

the secret anti-aging products that nobody seems to want to
share. I wouldn't be surprised many celebrities know about this. I
requested for the Acai Advance and the Inside Edge Cleanse free
1 month supply and I'm so excited! I cannot wait for them get here!

Laura, I missed out on the free trial offers. How do I get the free
weight loss products now? I do not want to wait to get this. Please
help me - Natalie
Natalie

Hi,

After ordering my products I wanted to contact them to change my
Jessica

credit card information. This stuff really works and have to keep it
going! It's very easy to change, just go to website
www.verifyyourorder.com - everything is computerized which
means it's instant and automatic! ( I hate speaking to customer
service people). Btw, Laura I want to thank you for sharing this
with us. Much appreciated.

Leave a Reply
Name (required)

E-mail (required - never shown publicly)

Comment Box
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You may use <a href="" title=""> <abbr title=""> <acronym title=""> <b> <blockquote cite=""> <cite> <code> <del
datetime=""> <em> <i> <q cite=""> <strike> <strong> in your comment.
Add Comment

*Please allow me some time to approve comments as I get a lot of spams from corporate weight-loss sites.

Thanks for reading my blog post. I hope it has inspired
you to acheive that weight you've always wanted.
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First Name

Last Name

Address

Apt/Suite#

Zip Code

City

State

Country

Select
One
Select
One

USA
USA

Phone

Email

(For shipping company)

(We respect your privacy)

I agree to the privacy policy and Terms & Conditions.*
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Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy | Guarantee | References | Customer Care
©2010 GetSlimPackage.com. All Rights Reserved.
* The statements made on our websites have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, cure or prevent any disease.
Consult your health care professional before beginning any weight loss or exercise program. GetSlimPackage is not sponsored, affiliated or endorsed
by ABC News, Washington Post, CBS News or Web MD and all trademarks on this website whether registered or not the property of their respective
owners. By following The Acai GetSlimPackage Diet Tracker Program which includes exercise and a calorie reduced diet, typical weight loss is 1-2
lbs per week.
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First Name
Last Name
Address
Apt/Suite#
Zip Code
City
State
Country

SelectOne
One
Select
USA
USA

Phone
(For Shipping Company)

Email
(We Respect Your Privacy)

I have read and agree to the terms of offer & privacy policy.
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Countless people use GetSlimPackage every day as an
all natural method to gently flush away unwanted
toxins from their colons.*
Did you know that your colon can contain as much as 10
pounds of undigested food and fecal matter trapped inside
your intestinal tract?(1) Can you imagine what this toxic
waste is doing to your health?
Your colon eliminates waste from your body, so we
formulated GetSlimPackage specifically to help the
elimination process and help enhance your overall feeling of
good health, vitality and energy.(2)*
The GetSlimPackage formula uses natural herbs to
help eliminate impacted waste, parasites and toxins from the
colon, to provide a gentle cleanse while assisting in the
proper absorption of vitamins and minerals.*

It's not uncommon for people to carry as much as thirty pounds of toxic waste in their colon. In fact, autopsies often
reveal colons that are plugged up to 80% with waste material.(1) But you can STOP the cycle. GetSlimPackage is a
unique colon cleanser. It contains all natural ingredients that help flush out harmful parasites, impacted waste and toxins
from the colon leaving it cleansed and detoxified.*
The Standard American Diet (SAD) for most Americans consists of high levels of fat and foods with high levels of
preservatives.(2) When you add to that, pollution, red meat, refined foods and other environmental factors, your insides
can become contaminated and leave you feeling yucky and run-down.
An average American will eat 4-6 meals a day and typically will have a bowel-movement every 30 hours. But in our
society filled with junk-food, refined food and preservatives, 48 hours is more common. Colons that contain parasites can
become impacted with waste that can prevent nutrients for cells from being absorbed. As a result you will tend to eat more
in order to get enough nutrition throughout the day which can lead to weight gain.(3)
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Terms & Conditions | Privacy Policy | Guarantee | References | Customer Care
©2010 GetSlimPackage.com. All rights reserved..
* The statements made on our websites have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, cure or prevent any disease.
Consult your health care professional before beginning any weight loss or exercise program. GetSlimPackage is not sponsored, affiliated or endorsed by
ABC News, Washington Post, CBS News ,Web MD, Discover Magazine or Health Key and all trademarks on this website whether registered or not the
property of their respective owners. By following the GetSlimPackage Life Program which includes exercise and a calorie reduced diet, typical weight
loss is 1-2 lbs per week.
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I Lost 27 Pounds in 1 Month with these Mind-Blowing Products!
Posted on May 18, 2009 at 8:20 am

About Stacy Thompson

Hi everyone!! My name is Stacy Thompson from Grosse Pointe, Mi. I am a working
mother who has been struggling with extra weight for years. I won’t make this sound
easy, but losing weight and keeping the pounds off is hard. Not just hard, but one of the
toughest tasks in one’s life. Between keeping up with my two active daughters and
transporting them back and forth to soccer and ballet, as well as managing my full time
job – eating right is literally next to impossible. It made my life so much easier to grab a
quick burger than to take the time to chop up a salad. Needless to say, those Big Macs
and other fried favorites really hurt my waistline.
Thankfully, I recently found an amazing new system that uses an Acai berry supplement
and Colon cleansing supplement combined together for unbelievable weight loss
results. I lost 27 pounds in 1 month and I am happier, healthier, and sexier than I
ever thought I would be
Just how powerful is this system? Below are snapshots of me before and after, just see
for yourself. I used 2 free trial products, one called Acai Optimum and the other called
Advanced Cleanse

Hi, my name is Stacy Thompson. I
made this page to share my weight
loss success with all of you. I know
weight loss is a common issue in most
everyone's life. I hope that by sharing
my experiences with all of you, I will
inspire someone. If I change one
person's life I have done my job. I
hope to add more soon, so check back
for updates and new pictures.
My Two Stage Secret
Step 1: Acai Optimum
Essential for increased energy, fat
burn, increased metabolism
Step 2: Advanced Cleanse
Essential for removing toxins,
flatter stomach, body energy level

The best part about this system is you. Yes, you. The Acai & Colon combo works on
everybody, men and women of all ages, body types, regardless of how much weight you
have to lose. So today, I challenge you to see for yourself what this revolutionary combo
can do. Change your life today, but before you sign up, read how this system changed my
life.

* It's crucial to use both products to
get results like me
Media Coverage

Success: The End of my Struggle to Lose Weight & Keep it Off
I had seen two interesting weight loss products on television and had been curious but
skeptical about their claims to help users shed unwanted pounds. I used two free trials of
these herbal weight loss remedies, Acai Optimum and Advanced Cleanse . These
products skyrocketed me to successful weight loss and a happier, healthier life. You can
check out these products below, or continue on to read my whole story
Step 1: Click Here For a Free Trial of Acai Optimum , UPDATE: Use coupon code
WEIGHTLOSS
Step 2: Click Here For a Free Trial of Advanced Cleanse , UPDATE: Use coupon
code RISKFREE

How I Gained the Weight?

Acai is a Most
Nutritious food!
“Acai berries are
among the most
nutritious foods of
the Amazon, rich in B vitamins,
minerals, fiber, protein and omega-3
fatty acids. Acai berries also contain
oleic acid (omega-9), a beneficial fatty
acid” About Colon Cleanse: "An
estimated 57,000 Americans die every
year from colon cancer."
Super foods for
the New Year!
"Acai is full of
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I don’t know why I didn’t realize that I was getting so fat. Looking back, I like to think I
had my “blinders” on. I just settled into a routine of eating whatever was handy and not
bothering to notice what I put on my plate. Eight years ago, when I gave birth to my first
daughter, I was able to lose all but 15 pounds of the weight I had gained during my
pregnancy. I wasn’t so happy toting around the extra fifteen pounds, but then all of a
sudden, I found myself pregnant with baby number two, and, naturally, even more
weight piled on. Nearly six years after my last pregnancy, I was a whopping 40 pounds
bigger than I was when I got married.

The Shopping Trip I’ll Never Forget!
I remember going into my favorite department store to find a new dress for a special
occasion and being astonished to find that I had went up several sizes.
What a wake-up call. I never dreamed that I would ever wear clothes that were this
big! All around me in the tiny dressing room, the mirrors didn’t lie. I was lumpy and out
of shape. I hated my fat stomach, my fat thighs, and my fat bottom – my whole body
was now my enemy and I hated it and everything that it represented. I even hated to
look at my bloated face in the rearview mirror as I drove to work each morning.
I knew that I had to do something.
I couldn’t live my life trapped inside this body that had betrayed me – this suit of fat that
would begin to preoccupy my mind when I paged through my favorite magazine and saw
all of the trim, sexy women in daring bikinis and sexy lingerie – items that I now cringed
at the thought of wearing. I felt ugly and undesirable and began to wonder what my
husband still saw in me under these layers of blubber. Something had to change, and it
had to change now.
I started out with the typical “fad” diets that were popular at the time. Atkins didn’t work
for me, I love my pasta and bread too much. South Beach was even worse. I tried
various different alleged wonder remedies that promised me that I would be slim and
svelte in no time. With each new supplement or plan that I tried, my hopes were high
that I would see the attractive and lovable me again. Not so. With each new failure, I
became even more discouraged with my situation. And I began to eat even more. Now I
was not only packing around pounds of ugly and disgusting fat, but I was depressed and
beginning to feel like nothing I could do would ever help me…

The Television Show That Would Totally Turn My Life Around
As luck would have it, I sat down with a big Snicker bar to watch some television when I
happened upon a TV talk show that would change my life forever.
Using a combination of two diet supplements that were recommended on this television
program, I was able to begin losing the ugly fat that had accumulated over the years. I
couldn’t believe it – these two simple supplements were all that I needed to jump start
my weight loss and rid myself of all of the cumbersome weight that was holding me back
and making me feel so bad about myself.
I lost 14 pounds the first week and was astounded by how easy it was to watch the
weight fall off, literally. In one month, 14 pounds of nasty fat was gone for good. Now I
have reached my goal, I feel sexy and beautiful again, I’m full of life and I cannot begin
to tell you how good that feels.

antioxidants, amino
acids and essential
omegas. A
concentration of anti
oxidants, to help combat premature
aging, with 10-30 times the
anthocyanins of red wine. Acai has an
almost- perfect essential amino acid
complex in conjunction with valuable
trace minerals..."
Most Nutritious
Food! “Studies show
that the acai berry is
one of the most
nutritious foods in
the world…" Lose
Weight - Avoid
Cancer! "Colon cancer is one of the
deadliest diseases to affect Americans"
"...When colon cancer is caught late, it
is survivable only 8% of the time."
6 Healthy Tips to Stay in Shape:
1. Portion control! There is no reason
to pile food on your plate! Just take a
reasonable amount, and you should be
good! Overeating is a huge problem in
America because we don't know when
to stop!
2. Eat slowly. I know when you are
really hungry that can be hard, but if
you take time and chew everything
slowly, you are less likely to overeat.
How crazy is that? Just slow down, and
enjoy the food.
3. If you don't like the food, don't eat
it. I know that sounds silly, but we
tend to just eat whatever is in front of
us, whenever it is there. But if you only
eat what you really like, that will also
cut down on your food intake.
4. Don't park close to the store. I know
everyone wants the "prime" parking
places, but it won't kill you to walk the
extra few hundred feet from the car to
the store.
5. Switch it up! Don't eat the same
thing every week. Variety is the spice
of life, and trying new things is good
for your digestion as well!
6. Eat as much fresh food as possible.
I know its tough sometimes, but be
sure you aren't always eating packaged
food. They tend to have much higher
amounts of sodium and other bad
things for you.
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“Acai berries are among the most nutritious foods…”
Step 1: Acai Optimum Free Trial , UPDATE: Use coupon code WEIGHTLOSS
Step 2: Advanced Cleanse Free Trial , UPDATE: Use coupon code RISKFREE

How I combined these 2 Powerful Fat-Fighting Ingredients…
By combining the two products that I had seen profiled on a popular television talk show,
I turned my body into a fat burning machine. Because they are safe to use together, I
began to reap the benefits of each one for the ultimate weight loss solution.
What made my weight loss journey even better was that I scoured the Internet and found
a source to get them both on a free trial – which made me confident that I wasn’t
spending money on a product that might not work (by this time, I had spent thousands
of dollars on supplements, programs, books, meal plans, and more that didn’t work at
all). So the free trial on the Acai Optimum and the free trial on the Advanced
Cleanse were great for the inner skeptic who had been “burned” before by big promises.
Here is how I used Acai Optimum and Advanced Cleanse together to lose weight.

Step 1: Acai Optimum Free Trial Offer

The Acai Optimum is the first step of my miracle combination.
During my weight loss, the Acai Optimum kept me from feeling
hungry all day, helping me to avoid snacking and ‘grazing’ on
foods that aren’t good for me or my waistline. As it turns out,
this powerful was working to regulate my metabolism.
Acai Berry helps me:
* Burn my fat by enhancing my metabolism
* Suppress my hunger during the day, and relieves me from
‘hunger pain’.
* Boost my energy so that I can better focus on my family & work.
While using the Acai Optimum , I had tons of energy – I actually felt like playing with my
kids again and my husband was amazed when I wanted to go hiking with him – just like
we used to before I gained the weight. Being a penny-pincher, I was also thrilled with
the fact that I was able to get a thirty day free trial of the Acai Optimum online, and the
was so potent that I needed to just take one dose each day and forget it! It is truly
amazing and provided me with remarkable results.

Step 2: Advanced Cleanse Free Trial Offer

While the Acai Optimum was hard at work giving me the
extra energy I needed to rid myself of my extra weight
while regulating my metabolism and making me feel less
hungry, the Advanced Cleanse was removing the toxic
sludge, bacteria, parasites, and more that had built up inside
my intestinal tract over the years.Using Colon Cleanse
helped me:
* Flatten my stomach like M-A-G-I-C !
* Remove pounds of toxic aged sludge that have been piled
up in my colon
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since YEARS
Advanced Cleanse began working with my body to remove years of built up garbage that
was making my body perform at a less than optimal level – and removing inches of
sludge from the walls of my colon. As “gross” as it may seem, getting rid of this sludge
actually helped me shed inches off my waist.

The Best Diet Ever!!
It was unbelievable. I felt like a new person, and when I went for my annual checkup, my
blood pressure and cholesterol levels were better than ever – even my doctor was
astounded. Once again, I received a free thirty day trial with Advanced Cleanse as
well, so I wasn’t out of pocket anything to get started on the path to feeling like a rock
star again. I take the Advanced Cleanse just twice each day, morning and night, and I
can really tell a difference throughout my entire body. This stuff is astonishing!
Have you got a few pounds, or even a few hundred pounds of weight to lose? Don’t sit
there feeling miserable and trapped any longer. Try Acai Optimum and the Advanced
Cleanse . You have nothing to lose but ugly fat that is weighing you down, making you
unhealthy, and lowering your self-esteem. Both products have free trials, so you don’t
have any excuses. Get yours now, it’s so simple to lose weight using these products, and
you can reclaim your life again.
Click Here For a Free Trial of Acai Optimum , UPDATE: Use coupon code
WEIGHTLOSS
Click Here For a Free Trial of Advanced Cleanse , UPDATE: Use coupon
code RISKFREE

P.S. Below is a clip from Fox News explaining the amazing benefits about Acai
Optimum . Watch it below.

P.P.S. The Acai Berry from the Fox News segment is extremely expensive. Acai Optimum is proven to be 3 times as effective as the
juice used from this video because Acai Optimum comes in the purest form of acai. Combine this with Advanced Cleanse and you
will be amazed at your results from this diet combo.
P.P.P.S. Once again I will pose my Weight Challenge: Do something for you. Lose some weight, feel better about yourself, change your
life – I know I did! Let me know how everything works out…
Continue reading I Lost 27 Pounds in 1 Month with these Mind-Blowing Products!

Filed under: Uncategorized
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Copyright © 2010 StacysDietBlog.com

We are not affiliated in any way with ABC or NBC or CBS. ABC or NBC or CBS are all registered trademarks of their respective owners. All trademarks on this web site whether registered or
not, are the property of their respective owners.
The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of the third-party trade mark or third-party registered trade mark owners, and make no representations about them,
their owners, their products or services. Names and some details on this site have been changed to protect the privacy rights of the individual. Following the links on this website shows
acceptance of our privacy policy and disclaimer.
The story depicted on this site and the person depicted in the story are not real. Rather, this story is based on the results that some people who have used these products have achieved.
The results portrayed in the story and in the comments are illustrative, and may not be the results that you achieve with these products. This page receives compensation for clicks on or
purchase of products featured on the site.
* S&H charges do apply. All information on this website is provided for entertainment purposes only. Results not typical. No information in this web site has been evaluated by the FDA.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Consult your physician before taking these products. Actual results will vary. Information on this site is
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* Acai Berry Tropic Terms and Conditions:
The trial offer is designed to display the quality and effectiveness of the Acai Berry Tropic product. This gives you the opportunity to try this remarkable program for FREE (just pay shipping
and handling) so you can come to a decision for yourself if this is the right product for you.
Upon ordering, you agree to pay the shipping and handling fees for the free trial shipment. If you enjoy the product do nothing and 15 calendar days from your free trial purchase date and
every 30 days thereafter you will be sent another fresh 30 day supply of Acai Berry Tropic and the form of payment that you used to order the trial will be billed the Member's Only price of
$89.99 for the monthly value-shipment package.
14 DAY TRIAL PERIOD INCLUDES SHIPPING AND TRANSIT TIME
You are not obligated to purchase after you receive your free trial bottle of Acai Berry Tropic and you can cancel anytime within the 14 day cancellation period.
To avoid being charged you must cancel before your 14 day trial period is over. You may cancel your Monthly Auto-ship Program by calling 1(888) 947-8745 Monday thru Friday 9am-5pm
Eastern Standard Time or emailing our support department at support@AcaiBerryTropic.com. Then return the unused portion, even if it is empty, and you will not be billed any further. The
returned bottle must be received by us before the end of your 14 day trial period.
* My Colon Relief Terms and Conditions:
The trial offer is designed to display the quality and effectiveness of the MyColonRelief product. This gives you the opportunity to try a 15 day supply FREE (just pay shipping and handling)
so you can come to a decision for yourself if this is the right product for you.
Upon ordering, you agree to pay the shipping and handling fees for the free trial bottle. If you are enjoying MyColonRelief do nothing and 15 days from your free trial order date and every
30 days thereafter you will be sent another fresh 30 day supply of MyColonRelief (2 bottles) and the form of payment that you used to order the trial will be billed the Member's Only price
of $39.99 per bottle plus $8.99 shipping and handling for a total of $88.97 for the monthly supply (two bottles).
15 DAY TRIAL PERIOD INCLUDES SHIPPING AND TRANSIT TIME
You are not obligated to purchase after you receive your free trial bottle of MyColonRelief and you can cancel anytime within the 15 day cancellation period. Even if you decide to cancel,
please keep the trial bottle as our gift to you.
To avoid being charged you must cancel before your 15 day trial period is over. You may cancel your Value Autoship Program by calling 1(866) 955-1626 Monday thru Friday 6am-6pm
Pacific Standard Time or emailing our support department at support@MyColonRelief.com. You can also cancel by going to www.MyColonRelief.com/cancel and entering the required
information.
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I Lost 27 Pounds in 1 Month with these Mind-Blowing Products!
Posted on May 18, 2009 at 8:20 am

Hi everyone!! My name is Stacy Thompson from Grosse Pointe, Mi. I am a working
mother who has been struggling with extra weight for years. I won’t make this sound
easy, but losing weight and keeping the pounds off is hard. Not just hard, but one of the
toughest tasks in one’s life. Between keeping up with my two active daughters and
transporting them back and forth to soccer and ballet, as well as managing my full time
job – eating right is literally next to impossible. It made my life so much easier to grab a
quick burger than to take the time to chop up a salad. Needless to say, those Big Macs
and other fried favorites really hurt my waistline.
Thankfully, I recently found an amazing new system that uses an Acai berry supplement
and Colon cleansing supplement combined together for unbelievable weight loss
results. I lost 27 pounds in 1 month and I am happier, healthier, and sexier than I
ever thought I would be
Just how powerful is this system? Below are snapshots of me before and after, just see
for yourself. I used 2 free trial products, one called Acai Optimum and the other called
Advanced Cleanse

About Stacy Thompson

Hi, my name is Stacy Thompson. I
made this page to share my weight
loss success with all of you. I know
weight loss is a common issue in most
everyone's life. I hope that by sharing
my experiences with all of you, I will
inspire someone. If I change one
person's life I have done my job. I
hope to add more soon, so check back
for updates and new pictures.
My Two Stage Secret
Step 1: Acai Optimum
Essential for increased energy, fat
burn, increased metabolism
Step 2: Advanced Cleanse

The best part about this system is you. Yes, you. The Acai & Colon combo works on
everybody, men and women of all ages, body types, regardless of how much weight you
have to lose. So today, I challenge you to see for yourself what this revolutionary combo
can do. Change your life today, but before you sign up, read how this system changed my
life.

Success: The End of my Struggle to Lose Weight & Keep it Off
I had seen two interesting weight loss products on television and had been curious but
skeptical about their claims to help users shed unwanted pounds. I used two free trials of
these herbal weight loss remedies, Acai Optimum and Advanced Cleanse . These
products skyrocketed me to successful weight loss and a happier, healthier life. You can
check out these products below, or continue on to read my whole story
Step 1: Click Here For a Free Trial of Acai Optimum , UPDATE: Use coupon code
WEIGHTLOSS
Step 2: Click Here For a Free Trial of Advanced Cleanse , UPDATE: Use coupon
code RISKFREE

How I Gained the Weight?
I don’t know why I didn’t realize that I was getting so fat. Looking back, I like to think I

http://stacysdietblog.com/new/?p=1[12/10/2010 3:32:32 PM]

Essential for removing toxins,
flatter stomach, body energy level
* It's crucial to use both products to
get results like me
Media Coverage
Acai is a Most
Nutritious food!
“Acai berries are
among the most
nutritious foods of
the Amazon, rich in B vitamins,
minerals, fiber, protein and omega-3
fatty acids. Acai berries also contain
oleic acid (omega-9), a beneficial fatty
acid” About Colon Cleanse: "An
estimated 57,000 Americans die every
year from colon cancer."
Super foods for
the New Year!
"Acai is full of
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had my “blinders” on. I just settled into a routine of eating whatever was handy and not
bothering to notice what I put on my plate. Eight years ago, when I gave birth to my first
daughter, I was able to lose all but 15 pounds of the weight I had gained during my
pregnancy. I wasn’t so happy toting around the extra fifteen pounds, but then all of a
sudden, I found myself pregnant with baby number two, and, naturally, even more
weight piled on. Nearly six years after my last pregnancy, I was a whopping 40 pounds
bigger than I was when I got married.

The Shopping Trip I’ll Never Forget!
I remember going into my favorite department store to find a new dress for a special
occasion and being astonished to find that I had went up several sizes.
What a wake-up call. I never dreamed that I would ever wear clothes that were this
big! All around me in the tiny dressing room, the mirrors didn’t lie. I was lumpy and out
of shape. I hated my fat stomach, my fat thighs, and my fat bottom – my whole body
was now my enemy and I hated it and everything that it represented. I even hated to
look at my bloated face in the rearview mirror as I drove to work each morning.
I knew that I had to do something.
I couldn’t live my life trapped inside this body that had betrayed me – this suit of fat that
would begin to preoccupy my mind when I paged through my favorite magazine and saw
all of the trim, sexy women in daring bikinis and sexy lingerie – items that I now cringed
at the thought of wearing. I felt ugly and undesirable and began to wonder what my
husband still saw in me under these layers of blubber. Something had to change, and it
had to change now.
I started out with the typical “fad” diets that were popular at the time. Atkins didn’t work
for me, I love my pasta and bread too much. South Beach was even worse. I tried
various different alleged wonder remedies that promised me that I would be slim and
svelte in no time. With each new supplement or plan that I tried, my hopes were high
that I would see the attractive and lovable me again. Not so. With each new failure, I
became even more discouraged with my situation. And I began to eat even more. Now I
was not only packing around pounds of ugly and disgusting fat, but I was depressed and
beginning to feel like nothing I could do would ever help me…

The Television Show That Would Totally Turn My Life Around
As luck would have it, I sat down with a big Snicker bar to watch some television when I
happened upon a TV talk show that would change my life forever.
Using a combination of two diet supplements that were recommended on this television
program, I was able to begin losing the ugly fat that had accumulated over the years. I
couldn’t believe it – these two simple supplements were all that I needed to jump start
my weight loss and rid myself of all of the cumbersome weight that was holding me back
and making me feel so bad about myself.
I lost 14 pounds the first week and was astounded by how easy it was to watch the
weight fall off, literally. In one month, 14 pounds of nasty fat was gone for good. Now I
have reached my goal, I feel sexy and beautiful again, I’m full of life and I cannot begin
to tell you how good that feels.

antioxidants, amino
acids and essential
omegas. A
concentration of anti
oxidants, to help combat premature
aging, with 10-30 times the
anthocyanins of red wine. Acai has an
almost- perfect essential amino acid
complex in conjunction with valuable
trace minerals..."
Most Nutritious
Food! “Studies show
that the acai berry is
one of the most
nutritious foods in
the world…" Lose
Weight - Avoid
Cancer! "Colon cancer is one of the
deadliest diseases to affect Americans"
"...When colon cancer is caught late, it
is survivable only 8% of the time."
6 Healthy Tips to Stay in Shape:
1. Portion control! There is no reason
to pile food on your plate! Just take a
reasonable amount, and you should be
good! Overeating is a huge problem in
America because we don't know when
to stop!
2. Eat slowly. I know when you are
really hungry that can be hard, but if
you take time and chew everything
slowly, you are less likely to overeat.
How crazy is that? Just slow down, and
enjoy the food.
3. If you don't like the food, don't eat
it. I know that sounds silly, but we
tend to just eat whatever is in front of
us, whenever it is there. But if you only
eat what you really like, that will also
cut down on your food intake.
4. Don't park close to the store. I know
everyone wants the "prime" parking
places, but it won't kill you to walk the
extra few hundred feet from the car to
the store.
5. Switch it up! Don't eat the same
thing every week. Variety is the spice
of life, and trying new things is good
for your digestion as well!
6. Eat as much fresh food as possible.
I know its tough sometimes, but be
sure you aren't always eating packaged
food. They tend to have much higher
amounts of sodium and other bad
things for you.
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“Acai berries are among the most nutritious foods…”
Step 1: Acai Optimum Free Trial , UPDATE: Use coupon code WEIGHTLOSS
Step 2: Advanced Cleanse Free Trial , UPDATE: Use coupon code RISKFREE

How I combined these 2 Powerful Fat-Fighting Ingredients…
By combining the two products that I had seen profiled on a popular television talk show,
I turned my body into a fat burning machine. Because they are safe to use together, I
began to reap the benefits of each one for the ultimate weight loss solution.
What made my weight loss journey even better was that I scoured the Internet and found
a source to get them both on a free trial – which made me confident that I wasn’t
spending money on a product that might not work (by this time, I had spent thousands
of dollars on supplements, programs, books, meal plans, and more that didn’t work at
all). So the free trial on the Acai Optimum and the free trial on the Advanced
Cleanse were great for the inner skeptic who had been “burned” before by big promises.
Here is how I used Acai Optimum and Advanced Cleanse together to lose weight.

Step 1: Acai Optimum Free Trial Offer

The Acai Optimum is the first step of my miracle combination.
During my weight loss, the Acai Optimum kept me from feeling
hungry all day, helping me to avoid snacking and ‘grazing’ on
foods that aren’t good for me or my waistline. As it turns out,
this powerful was working to regulate my metabolism.
Acai Berry helps me:
* Burn my fat by enhancing my metabolism
* Suppress my hunger during the day, and relieves me from
‘hunger pain’.
* Boost my energy so that I can better focus on my family & work.
While using the Acai Optimum , I had tons of energy – I actually felt like playing with my
kids again and my husband was amazed when I wanted to go hiking with him – just like
we used to before I gained the weight. Being a penny-pincher, I was also thrilled with
the fact that I was able to get a thirty day free trial of the Acai Optimum online, and the
was so potent that I needed to just take one dose each day and forget it! It is truly
amazing and provided me with remarkable results.

Step 2: Advanced Cleanse Free Trial Offer

While the Acai Optimum was hard at work giving me the
extra energy I needed to rid myself of my extra weight
while regulating my metabolism and making me feel less
hungry, the Advanced Cleanse was removing the toxic
sludge, bacteria, parasites, and more that had built up inside
my intestinal tract over the years.Using Colon Cleanse
helped me:
* Flatten my stomach like M-A-G-I-C !
* Remove pounds of toxic aged sludge that have been piled
up in my colon
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since YEARS
Advanced Cleanse began working with my body to remove years of built up garbage that
was making my body perform at a less than optimal level – and removing inches of
sludge from the walls of my colon. As “gross” as it may seem, getting rid of this sludge
actually helped me shed inches off my waist.

The Best Diet Ever!!
It was unbelievable. I felt like a new person, and when I went for my annual checkup, my
blood pressure and cholesterol levels were better than ever – even my doctor was
astounded. Once again, I received a free thirty day trial with Advanced Cleanse as
well, so I wasn’t out of pocket anything to get started on the path to feeling like a rock
star again. I take the Advanced Cleanse just twice each day, morning and night, and I
can really tell a difference throughout my entire body. This stuff is astonishing!
Have you got a few pounds, or even a few hundred pounds of weight to lose? Don’t sit
there feeling miserable and trapped any longer. Try Acai Optimum and the Advanced
Cleanse . You have nothing to lose but ugly fat that is weighing you down, making you
unhealthy, and lowering your self-esteem. Both products have free trials, so you don’t
have any excuses. Get yours now, it’s so simple to lose weight using these products, and
you can reclaim your life again.
Click Here For a Free Trial of Acai Optimum , UPDATE: Use coupon code
WEIGHTLOSS
Click Here For a Free Trial of Advanced Cleanse , UPDATE: Use coupon
code RISKFREE

P.S. Below is a clip from Fox News explaining the amazing benefits about Acai
Optimum . Watch it below.

P.P.S. The Acai Berry from the Fox News segment is extremely expensive. Acai Optimum is proven to be 3 times as effective as the
juice used from this video because Acai Optimum comes in the purest form of acai. Combine this with Advanced Cleanse and you
will be amazed at your results from this diet combo.
P.P.P.S. Once again I will pose my Weight Challenge: Do something for you. Lose some weight, feel better about yourself, change your
life – I know I did! Let me know how everything works out…
Filed under: Uncategorized

Comments feed for this post
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I Lost 27 Pounds in 1 Month with these Mind-Blowing Products!
Posted on May 18, 2009 at 8:20 am

About Stacy Thompson

Hi everyone!! My name is Stacy Thompson from Grosse Pointe, Mi. I am a working
mother who has been struggling with extra weight for years. I won’t make this sound
easy, but losing weight and keeping the pounds off is hard. Not just hard, but one of the
toughest tasks in one’s life. Between keeping up with my two active daughters and
transporting them back and forth to soccer and ballet, as well as managing my full time
job – eating right is literally next to impossible. It made my life so much easier to grab a
quick burger than to take the time to chop up a salad. Needless to say, those Big Macs
and other fried favorites really hurt my waistline.
Thankfully, I recently found an amazing new system that uses an Acai berry supplement
and Colon cleansing supplement combined together for unbelievable weight loss
results. I lost 27 pounds in 1 month and I am happier, healthier, and sexier than I
ever thought I would be
Just how powerful is this system? Below are snapshots of me before and after, just see
for yourself. I used 2 free trial products, one called Acai Optimum and the other called
Advanced Cleanse

Hi, my name is Stacy Thompson. I
made this page to share my weight
loss success with all of you. I know
weight loss is a common issue in most
everyone's life. I hope that by sharing
my experiences with all of you, I will
inspire someone. If I change one
person's life I have done my job. I
hope to add more soon, so check back
for updates and new pictures.
My Two Stage Secret
Step 1: Acai Optimum
Essential for increased energy, fat
burn, increased metabolism
Step 2: Advanced Cleanse
Essential for removing toxins,
flatter stomach, body energy level

The best part about this system is you. Yes, you. The Acai & Colon combo works on
everybody, men and women of all ages, body types, regardless of how much weight you
have to lose. So today, I challenge you to see for yourself what this revolutionary combo
can do. Change your life today, but before you sign up, read how this system changed my
life.

* It's crucial to use both products to
get results like me
Media Coverage

Success: The End of my Struggle to Lose Weight & Keep it Off
I had seen two interesting weight loss products on television and had been curious but
skeptical about their claims to help users shed unwanted pounds. I used two free trials of
these herbal weight loss remedies, Acai Optimum and Advanced Cleanse . These
products skyrocketed me to successful weight loss and a happier, healthier life. You can
check out these products below, or continue on to read my whole story
Step 1: Click Here For a Free Trial of Acai Optimum , UPDATE: Use coupon code
WEIGHTLOSS
Step 2: Click Here For a Free Trial of Advanced Cleanse , UPDATE: Use coupon
code RISKFREE

How I Gained the Weight?

Acai is a Most
Nutritious food!
“Acai berries are
among the most
nutritious foods of
the Amazon, rich in B vitamins,
minerals, fiber, protein and omega-3
fatty acids. Acai berries also contain
oleic acid (omega-9), a beneficial fatty
acid” About Colon Cleanse: "An
estimated 57,000 Americans die every
year from colon cancer."
Super foods for
the New Year!
"Acai is full of
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I don’t know why I didn’t realize that I was getting so fat. Looking back, I like to think I
had my “blinders” on. I just settled into a routine of eating whatever was handy and not
bothering to notice what I put on my plate. Eight years ago, when I gave birth to my first
daughter, I was able to lose all but 15 pounds of the weight I had gained during my
pregnancy. I wasn’t so happy toting around the extra fifteen pounds, but then all of a
sudden, I found myself pregnant with baby number two, and, naturally, even more
weight piled on. Nearly six years after my last pregnancy, I was a whopping 40 pounds
bigger than I was when I got married.

The Shopping Trip I’ll Never Forget!
I remember going into my favorite department store to find a new dress for a special
occasion and being astonished to find that I had went up several sizes.
What a wake-up call. I never dreamed that I would ever wear clothes that were this
big! All around me in the tiny dressing room, the mirrors didn’t lie. I was lumpy and out
of shape. I hated my fat stomach, my fat thighs, and my fat bottom – my whole body
was now my enemy and I hated it and everything that it represented. I even hated to
look at my bloated face in the rearview mirror as I drove to work each morning.
I knew that I had to do something.
I couldn’t live my life trapped inside this body that had betrayed me – this suit of fat that
would begin to preoccupy my mind when I paged through my favorite magazine and saw
all of the trim, sexy women in daring bikinis and sexy lingerie – items that I now cringed
at the thought of wearing. I felt ugly and undesirable and began to wonder what my
husband still saw in me under these layers of blubber. Something had to change, and it
had to change now.
I started out with the typical “fad” diets that were popular at the time. Atkins didn’t work
for me, I love my pasta and bread too much. South Beach was even worse. I tried
various different alleged wonder remedies that promised me that I would be slim and
svelte in no time. With each new supplement or plan that I tried, my hopes were high
that I would see the attractive and lovable me again. Not so. With each new failure, I
became even more discouraged with my situation. And I began to eat even more. Now I
was not only packing around pounds of ugly and disgusting fat, but I was depressed and
beginning to feel like nothing I could do would ever help me…

The Television Show That Would Totally Turn My Life Around
As luck would have it, I sat down with a big Snicker bar to watch some television when I
happened upon a TV talk show that would change my life forever.
Using a combination of two diet supplements that were recommended on this television
program, I was able to begin losing the ugly fat that had accumulated over the years. I
couldn’t believe it – these two simple supplements were all that I needed to jump start
my weight loss and rid myself of all of the cumbersome weight that was holding me back
and making me feel so bad about myself.
I lost 14 pounds the first week and was astounded by how easy it was to watch the
weight fall off, literally. In one month, 14 pounds of nasty fat was gone for good. Now I
have reached my goal, I feel sexy and beautiful again, I’m full of life and I cannot begin
to tell you how good that feels.

antioxidants, amino
acids and essential
omegas. A
concentration of anti
oxidants, to help combat premature
aging, with 10-30 times the
anthocyanins of red wine. Acai has an
almost- perfect essential amino acid
complex in conjunction with valuable
trace minerals..."
Most Nutritious
Food! “Studies show
that the acai berry is
one of the most
nutritious foods in
the world…" Lose
Weight - Avoid
Cancer! "Colon cancer is one of the
deadliest diseases to affect Americans"
"...When colon cancer is caught late, it
is survivable only 8% of the time."
6 Healthy Tips to Stay in Shape:
1. Portion control! There is no reason
to pile food on your plate! Just take a
reasonable amount, and you should be
good! Overeating is a huge problem in
America because we don't know when
to stop!
2. Eat slowly. I know when you are
really hungry that can be hard, but if
you take time and chew everything
slowly, you are less likely to overeat.
How crazy is that? Just slow down, and
enjoy the food.
3. If you don't like the food, don't eat
it. I know that sounds silly, but we
tend to just eat whatever is in front of
us, whenever it is there. But if you only
eat what you really like, that will also
cut down on your food intake.
4. Don't park close to the store. I know
everyone wants the "prime" parking
places, but it won't kill you to walk the
extra few hundred feet from the car to
the store.
5. Switch it up! Don't eat the same
thing every week. Variety is the spice
of life, and trying new things is good
for your digestion as well!
6. Eat as much fresh food as possible.
I know its tough sometimes, but be
sure you aren't always eating packaged
food. They tend to have much higher
amounts of sodium and other bad
things for you.
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“Acai berries are among the most nutritious foods…”
Step 1: Acai Optimum Free Trial , UPDATE: Use coupon code WEIGHTLOSS
Step 2: Advanced Cleanse Free Trial , UPDATE: Use coupon code RISKFREE

How I combined these 2 Powerful Fat-Fighting Ingredients…
By combining the two products that I had seen profiled on a popular television talk show,
I turned my body into a fat burning machine. Because they are safe to use together, I
began to reap the benefits of each one for the ultimate weight loss solution.
What made my weight loss journey even better was that I scoured the Internet and found
a source to get them both on a free trial – which made me confident that I wasn’t
spending money on a product that might not work (by this time, I had spent thousands
of dollars on supplements, programs, books, meal plans, and more that didn’t work at
all). So the free trial on the Acai Optimum and the free trial on the Advanced
Cleanse were great for the inner skeptic who had been “burned” before by big promises.
Here is how I used Acai Optimum and Advanced Cleanse together to lose weight.

Step 1: Acai Optimum Free Trial Offer

The Acai Optimum is the first step of my miracle combination.
During my weight loss, the Acai Optimum kept me from feeling
hungry all day, helping me to avoid snacking and ‘grazing’ on
foods that aren’t good for me or my waistline. As it turns out,
this powerful was working to regulate my metabolism.
Acai Berry helps me:
* Burn my fat by enhancing my metabolism
* Suppress my hunger during the day, and relieves me from
‘hunger pain’.
* Boost my energy so that I can better focus on my family & work.
While using the Acai Optimum , I had tons of energy – I actually felt like playing with my
kids again and my husband was amazed when I wanted to go hiking with him – just like
we used to before I gained the weight. Being a penny-pincher, I was also thrilled with
the fact that I was able to get a thirty day free trial of the Acai Optimum online, and the
was so potent that I needed to just take one dose each day and forget it! It is truly
amazing and provided me with remarkable results.

Step 2: Advanced Cleanse Free Trial Offer

While the Acai Optimum was hard at work giving me the
extra energy I needed to rid myself of my extra weight
while regulating my metabolism and making me feel less
hungry, the Advanced Cleanse was removing the toxic
sludge, bacteria, parasites, and more that had built up inside
my intestinal tract over the years.Using Colon Cleanse
helped me:
* Flatten my stomach like M-A-G-I-C !
* Remove pounds of toxic aged sludge that have been piled
up in my colon
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since YEARS
Advanced Cleanse began working with my body to remove years of built up garbage that
was making my body perform at a less than optimal level – and removing inches of
sludge from the walls of my colon. As “gross” as it may seem, getting rid of this sludge
actually helped me shed inches off my waist.

The Best Diet Ever!!
It was unbelievable. I felt like a new person, and when I went for my annual checkup, my
blood pressure and cholesterol levels were better than ever – even my doctor was
astounded. Once again, I received a free thirty day trial with Advanced Cleanse as
well, so I wasn’t out of pocket anything to get started on the path to feeling like a rock
star again. I take the Advanced Cleanse just twice each day, morning and night, and I
can really tell a difference throughout my entire body. This stuff is astonishing!
Have you got a few pounds, or even a few hundred pounds of weight to lose? Don’t sit
there feeling miserable and trapped any longer. Try Acai Optimum and the Advanced
Cleanse . You have nothing to lose but ugly fat that is weighing you down, making you
unhealthy, and lowering your self-esteem. Both products have free trials, so you don’t
have any excuses. Get yours now, it’s so simple to lose weight using these products, and
you can reclaim your life again.
Click Here For a Free Trial of Acai Optimum , UPDATE: Use coupon code
WEIGHTLOSS
Click Here For a Free Trial of Advanced Cleanse , UPDATE: Use coupon
code RISKFREE

P.S. Below is a clip from Fox News explaining the amazing benefits about Acai
Optimum . Watch it below.

P.P.S. The Acai Berry from the Fox News segment is extremely expensive. Acai Optimum is proven to be 3 times as effective as the
juice used from this video because Acai Optimum comes in the purest form of acai. Combine this with Advanced Cleanse and you
will be amazed at your results from this diet combo.
P.P.P.S. Once again I will pose my Weight Challenge: Do something for you. Lose some weight, feel better about yourself, change your
life – I know I did! Let me know how everything works out…
Continue reading I Lost 27 Pounds in 1 Month with these Mind-Blowing Products!
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